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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF CONFORMATIONAL METHODOLOGIES: 

ELICITING ENTHALPIC GLOBAL MINIMA AND REACTION PATHWAYS 
 
 
 

The information granted by assembling the global minimum and low-enthalpy population of 

a chemical species or ensemble can be utilized to great effect across all fields of chemistry. With 

this population, otherwise impossible tasks including (but not limited to) reaction pathway 

characterization, protein folding, protein-ligand docking, and constructing the entropy to 

characterize free energy surfaces becomes a reasonable undertaking.  For very small systems 

(single molecule with 1-3 torsions) generating the low-enthalpy population is a trivial task.  

However as the system grows, the task exponentially increases in difficulty.  This dissertation 

will detail the two sides of this problem, generating the low-energy population of larger and 

more complex species and then utilizing those populations to garner a greater understanding of 

their systems.  

The first discussion describes a new model, Surface Editing Molecular Dynamics (SEMD), 

which aids in accelerating conformational searching by removing minima from the potential 

energy surface by adding Gaussian functions.  Accompanying this new method are a multitude 

of new tools that can be utilized to aid in molecular dynamics simulations. The first of these 

tools, named CHILL, performs a projection of unproductive degrees of freedom from the 

molecular dynamics velocity to smooth atomic motions without artificially constraining those 

degrees of freedom. Another tool, Conjugate Velocity Molecular Dynamics (CVMD), rigorously 

generates a list of productive velocities via the biorthogonalization of local modes with a vector 
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representation of previously explored conformational minima.  In addition to these tools, a new 

description of distance in torsional space was developed to provide a robust means of 

conformational uniqueness.  With each of these tools working in concert, the global minimum 

and associated low-enthalpy population of conformations have been obtained for various 

benchmark species.  

The second section discusses the application of conformational searching and the subsequent 

electronic structure calculations to characterize the reaction pathway for the ruthenium tris(2,2’-

bipyridine) photocatalyzed [2+2] cycloaddition of aromatically substituted bis(enones). The 

APFD hybrid density functional is used along with a 6-311+g* basis and a PCM solvent model. 

The reaction is computed to proceed through a rate-limited formation of a cyclopentyl 

intermediate. Lithium tetrafluoroborate is found to facilitate initial bis(enone) reduction as well 

as final product distribution. In addition, aromatic substituents are found to impact both initial 

reduction and final product distribution. 
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CHAPTER 1: AN INTRODUCTION TO CONFORMATIONAL SEARCHING & SAMPLING 

 

There exists a class of computational problems wherein their proof must be verifiable in 

polynomial time with a nondeterministic Turing machine1. These problems are referred to as NP 

(nondeterministic polynomial time) problems. The most difficult of these are classified as NP-

hard. One such NP-hard problem, known as the traveling salesman2, is defined as: given a list of 

cities, determine the shortest path that visits every city once and then returns to the starting city 

(Figure 1.1). This problem applies within the realm of chemistry as related to the concept of the 

potential energy surface (PES) (Figure 1.2) and is known as the multiple minima problem3. On 

any given PES there exist valleys and hills, the bottom of each valley represents a local 

minimum. When comparing the similarities between the traveling salesman problem and 

chemistry you obtain the premise behind conformational searching wherein the cities become the 

minima and the goal becomes efficiently and reliably constructing the population of the “best” 

minima from the PES without regard to the starting position. The “best” minima are typically 

those corresponding to the relatively low-enthalpy regimes (within approximately 3 kcal/mol of 

the lowest-enthalpy minimum on the surface, the global minimum). 

In addition to conformational searching, where collecting the global minimum and low-

enthalpy population of minima is the goal, another realm of computational chemistry, known as 

sampling, places special importance on vibrational effects and their probabilistic sampling.  The 

goal of sampling is to reconstruct the relevant structural populations (not just the minima) of 

low-enthalpy. The relevant regions can range from distributions of structures around minima or 

the ensemble of structures that reside on a reaction coordinate. With these populations, a wide 

array of metrics can be ascertained, such as the entropic contribution to the free energy, which is 
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used (with the enthalpy) to compute the free energy surface. 

There are a laundry list of methods that perform conformational searching and sampling 

that can be characterized by a combination of three subclasses: heuristic, stochastic, and 

systematic. A purely heuristic method utilizes knowledge gained during the course of the 

simulation to inform decision-making, stochastic methods rely on random chance, and 

systematic methods utilize a pre-determined algorithm to exhaustively reach the end goal.  

The research presented in this dissertation utilizes and builds upon many facets of 

conformational searching and sampling.  The second chapter details the development and 

application of a new conformational searching method, called surface editing molecular 

dynamics (SEMD).  The third chapter focuses upon the application of SEMD to construct the 

configurational entropy of a species. The fourth chapter discusses the application of 

conformational searching to enable the characterization of a photocatalyzed cycloaddition 

reaction via electronic structure theory. Finally, the fifth chapter proposes an extension of SEMD 

to enable the efficient characterization of the low-enthalpy population of multi-body systems. 

This first chapter focuses on describing relevant methods that make up the current state of 

conformational searching and sampling while also giving context with specific examples of their 

application. Section 1.1 discusses conformational searching techniques and section 1.2 discusses 

sampling techniques. 

 

1.1 – Conformational Searching 

Reliably and efficiently obtaining the global minimum and associated, thermally 

accessible, conformation space needed for a free energy assessment of a molecule, reaction 

sequence, or ensemble of molecules remains a challenge in fields ranging from drug discovery4–6 
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to industrial catalyst development7. The task is particularly daunting for systems containing rings 

and significant conformational flexibility. Adding the intermolecular degrees of freedom found 

in crystal packing, active site docking, transition state modeling, and protein folding only 

compounds the challenge.  Conformational searching protocols utilizing systematic3,8–12, Monte 

Carlo8,13–17, molecular dynamics18–24, genetic algorithms11,25–30, and history-dependent 

algorithms31–38 have been developed and are in current use. 

1.1.A – Systematic Search. The most thorough set of approaches systematically scan 

through conformational space, attempting to collect low-enthalpy minima.  A systematic grid 

search3,8–12 (Figure 1.3.A) establishes a set of variables (internal or external), illustrated here with 

the most common, the torsional degrees of freedom, and systematically evaluates the energy for 

all possible combinations of torsions, Φ, with pre-defined torsional angle spacing ∆Φ. A second 

variation upon this method, known as the torsion tree-searching algorithm, iteratively scans 

through a list of possible torsions that are associated with the well-known minima of the torsions 

in question. Challenges for torsion tree-searching algorithms include selection of the torsions of 

interest and fineness of the torsional grid. In 1990, Saunders et al.12 attempted to search for the 

lowest 262 conformations of cycloheptadecane (Figure 1.4.A) via a systematic torsion tree-

search, as the lowest 262 enthalpy conformations reside within 3 kcal/mol of the global 

minimum (Figure 1.4.B).  Since cycloheptadecane contains 17 C-C-C-C torsions, the search 

began with a coarse-grained approach with increments of 120° with a ring closure constraint of 

0.5-5 Å. This yielded 20,000 starting point geometries.  Instead of performing a costly 

minimization on all 20,000 structures, the number of starting points was reduced by removing 

geometries containing any high energy g+-g- arrays (adjacent C-C-C-C torsions !! − !! =

±60∘ −∓60∘). Upon minimization of the remaining 405, structures 58 unique conformers were 
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obtained within the lowest 3 kcal/mol threshold.  Allowing structures with up to one g+-g- array 

resulted in 7265 geometries which minimized to ~200 unique minima within the 3 kcal/mol 

threshold.  By relaxing the ring closure constraint from an upper limit of 5 Å to 7.5 Å, ~2500 

more geometries were generated which resulted in 11 new unique conformers within the energy 

threshold.  In total, 211 of the 262 lowest energy conformers of cycloheptadecane were 

discovered.  This study, among many, exemplifies that systematic searches suffer the distinct 

disadvantage that cost increases exponentially as the size of the system increases, precisely by 

(360˚/ΔΦ)n-(360˚/ΔΦ)n-1 where n is the number of torsional degrees of freedom. This 

exponential dependence renders systematic searches unfeasible for very large systems and quite 

challenging for ring systems where the ring closure condition eliminates the vast majority of 

trials. 

1.1.B – Monte Carlo. Rather than systematically generating all possible combinations of 

torsions one can randomly choose the combinations of torsions to be sampled or apply random 

displacements to individual torsion or Cartesian coordinates8,13–17 (Figure 1.3.B). This is the 

basis of Monte Carlo searching procedures. Dating from the early 1950’s Monte Carlo 

procedures have been a workhorse conformational searching procedure14. 

In the previously mentioned paper by Saunders et al.12 Monte Carlo was also utilized in 

their search for the 262 low-enthalpy conformers of cycloheptadecane.  Both the random walk 

and usage-directed methods were employed for choosing the starting structure for each Monte 

Carlo step.  The random walk method was configured to choose the resulting structure of the 

Monte Carlo step if its geometry was within 3 kcal/mol of the global minimum, otherwise the 

previous starting geometry was reused.  The usage-directed method performed random torsional 

displacements on each conformer (as they were discovered) within 3 kcal/mol of the global 
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minimum an equal number of times, preferring conformers that had been used the fewest times.  

The random walk search and the usage-directed methods resulted in 237 and 260 of the 262 

lowest 3 kcal/mol conformers, respectively. 

1.1.C – Energy Driven. Energy driven searching methods such as quenched19 or 

annealed20 molecular dynamics (MD) have had wide use in conformational searching18–24.  By 

integrating Newton’s equations of motion23, MD has the advantage of preferentially sampling 

low energy space relative to the high-energy space that Monte Carlo or systematic searches 

explore. Because energy is the driving force, MD is able to treat ring and non-rings systems with 

equal facility.  

Molecular dynamics simulates a classical system by utilizing molecular position ,!!, 

velocity, !, and acceleration, !. Molecular motion is achieved by a Taylor series truncated at the 

second derivative (Eqn. ( 1.1 )). 

 ! ! + ∆! = !! ! + !! ! ∆! + !! ! ∆!
!

2  ( 1.1 ) 

Where ∆! is the length of the time interval.  This equation can be modified into a more efficient 

form by numerically evaluating the derivatives to yield the Verlet equation (Eqn. ( 1.2 )). 

 ! ! + ∆! = !2! ! − !! ! − ∆! + ∆!!!(!)/! ( 1.2 ) 

The force, F(t), is obtained from evaluating the gradients of the functional forms present in a 

force field. 

There are many force fields currently available39 and they all define their potential energy 

as a sum of bonded and nonbonded interactions (Eqn. ( 1.3 )). 

 ! = !!"#$"%! + !!"#$ + !!"#$%"& + !!"# + !!"!#$%&'$($)#' ( 1.3 ) 
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The bonded interactions consist of the bond stretch (!!"#$"%!), angle bend (!!"#$), and dihedral 

angle torsion (!!"#$%"&) terms.  The nonbonded interactions include van der Waals (!!"#) and 

electrostatic (!!"!#$%&'$($)#') terms. These are the primary building blocks that make up the 

potential energy where additional terms such as inversion, hydrogen bonding, and cross terms 

may be added depending on the force field. Additionally, the functional forms of each term and 

parameterization can vary quite dramatically to achieve accurate results for a specific range of 

chemical space. 

With quenched dynamics, a MD simulation is run at constant temperature and structural 

aliquots from the simulation are minimized with the hope that new conformational space is being 

explored as a function of time. Another approach is to virtually anneal the system via annealed 

dynamics.  Raising the temperature during the annealing process increases the probability of 

barrier-traversing events. Lowering the temperature allows the system to settle into lower energy 

conformations.   

Saunders et al.12 performed two quenched dynamics simulations in addition to Monte 

Carlo and systematic searches in an attempt to obtain the lowest-enthalpy 262 conformers of 

cycloheptadecane. Simulations were started from a structure ~1.5 kcal/mol higher than the global 

minimum.  The first simulation ran for 14 days with an overall simulation time of 1 ns with a 

time step of 1.25 fs and temperature of 500 K.  The second simulation also ran for 14 days but 

with a temperature of 1,000 K and an elapsed simulation time of 250 ps at 0.33 fs per dynamic 

step.  They sampled 4,000 structures spaced uniformly in time from each trajectory.  After 

minimization and duplicate elimination, the low temperature and high temperature simulations 

obtained 169 and 156 of the 262 structures, respectively.   
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Disadvantages of simulated annealing and quenched dynamics methods for 

conformational searching include 1) overcoming PES barriers that separate minima, 2) the 

inherent issue of lingering in and returning to previously discovered low-energy space, and 3) 

knowing when a new conformational well is being sampled (the challenge of choosing an 

optimal minimization criterion). These challenges plague all MD-based conformational 

searching methods. Additionally, disadvantages 1 and 3 are coupled in that an optimal 

minimization criterion would be a metric that provides knowledge that a new conformation is 

being sampled.   

In the aforementioned Saunders et al. paper, quenched MD was performed on 

cycloheptadecane at 500 K with a time step of 1.25 fs for 1000 ps. 4000 structures uniformly 

sampled from the simulation were minimized. CH bonds were constrained via SHAKE during 

the dynamics.  Only 169 of the 4000 minimized structures were within the set of the 262 lowest 

3 kcal/mol conformers. The same calculation was performed at the higher temperature of 1000 K 

to facilitate sampling of a wider configurational space, however the resulting minimized 

structures were typically higher in energy.   

1.1.D – Potential Energy Surface Smoothing. Rather than taking the potential surface as it 

is and working with the large number of conformational degrees of freedom and local minima, a 

number of methods have been developed that modify the potential surface by smoothing it in 

order to traverse the potential energy surface more readily with molecular mechanics 

minimizations.  

The diffusion equation approach suggested by Piela, Kostrowicki and Scheraga40 and 

developed by Hart, Pappu, and Ponder41 utilizes modified force field equations. Force field 
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potential deformation is provided by insertion of Gaussian scaling terms. For example, a 

deformable torsion potential is given in Eqn. ( 1.4 ).  

 !!"#$%"& !, ! = 1
2 !! 1+ cos !" + ∆ !!!!!!"#$%"&!!!

!
 ( 1.4 ) 

In Eqn. ( 1.4 ), j is the periodicity of the torsional potential, !! is the potential barrier, Δ is the 

phase offset, and ϕ the dihedral angle. The Gaussian scaling parameter t controls the degree of 

scaling across all types of force field terms, and the scaling coefficient Dtorsion along with 

companion scaling coefficients for electrostatics (Eqn. ( 1.5 )) and van der Waals (Eqn. ( 1.6 )) 

assure comparable scaling for the various terms.  

 E!!!"#$ =
!!!!

4!!!!!"
  

 E!!!"#$ !!",! = !!!!
4!!!!!"

erf !!"
2 !!!!"#$!

 ( 1.5 ) 

Where !! and !! are the partial charges of atoms i and j and !!" is the distance between those 

atoms. 

 E!"# = !!!!!!!!"
!

!!"#$$

!!!
  

 E!"# !!",! = !!
(1+ 4!!!!"#!)!/!

×exp −!!!!"!
1+ 4!!!!"#!

!!"#$$

!!!
 ( 1.6 ) 

with 

 !! = !!∘!!,           !! = !!∘ !!/!
!!

!
 

!! = !!!!,  and !! = !!!! 
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Within Eqn. ( 1.6 ) !! and !! are Lennard-Jones parameters for atom x. The values !!∘, !!∘  are 

reference parameters chosen to fit a canonical Lennard-Jones function with well depth !=4.184 

kJ/mol and radius ! = 1!Å; !!"#$$ is the number of Gaussians used in the approximation. 

In 1998 Pappu, Hart, and Ponder41 utilized their diffusion equation method to perform 

potential surface smoothing with the MM2 force field to attempt to find the global minimum of 

cycloheptadecane. A normal mode local search procedure was used in addition to smoothing. 

Over the course of multiple minimizations the smoothing algorithm was adjusted to reduce the 

surface to a single minimum.  This approach discovered the second lowest enthalpy conformer in 

440 full-energy minimizations. 

1.1.E – Genetic Algorithms. Since the early 1990s a number of genetic algorithm 

approaches have been applied to conformational searching11,25–30. Genetic algorithms perform 

“natural selection” on an initial set of randomly generated/minimized conformations as well as 

all subsequent conformations generated through mutation.  The process of natural selection is 

derived from a pre-defined fitness function wherein low-energy structures are more likely to be 

selected over high-energy structures.  Performing a crossover procedure between parents, the 

highest-fitness (usually lowest enthalpy) conformers, then creates new generations of structures.  

Crossover is the process of mixing complimentary attributes of each parent to form the child 

structure.  The remaining attributes are used to create a second child structure.  During crossover, 

it is also possible for mutation to occur wherein a new attribute arises.  The new ensemble of 

children is evaluated on their fitness and the process repeated until some termination condition is 

met. 

In 2010 Long, Tran, Adams, Darwen, and Smythe30 reported an implementation of the 

genetic algorithm, population-based incremental learning algorithm (PBIL), designed to perform 
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conformational searches.  PBIL was first developed by Shumeet Baluja in 1994.  The PBIL 

algorithm forms each generation of conformers from a probability distribution biased towards the 

previous generation’s fittest dihedral angles. With each new generation, each structure is 

minimized.  After 500 minimization steps, if the energy is above a pre-defined cutoff the 

minimization is stopped, the conformer discarded, and the minimization attempt not counted 

towards the total full-energy minimization count.  In order to maintain conformational diversity 

within the algorithm, a penalty energy was applied to newly generated conformations. The 

penalty energy term is shown in Eqn. ( 1.7 ). 

 !!,!! = !!,! +
!
!!
+ !
!!

 ( 1.7 ) 

Where !!,! is the energy of a conformer, !!and ! are constants used to control the strength of the 

penalty, and R1 and R2 are the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the conformer from the 

accepted list of low-enthalpy conformations and the conformations in the current generation, 

respectively.  The penalty then propagates into the biased probability distribution that the next 

generation of structures is generated from. Since the algorithm cannot natively handle ring 

structures, a ring-closing trial is added wherein the same criteria as Saunders et al.12 was 

employed requiring the bond formed from the ring closure to be greater than 0.5 Å or less than 

3.5 Å. With this algorithm the full set of 264 conformations was obtained in 7662 full-energy 

minimizations. The number of partial minimization attempts was not reported. 

1.1.F – History Dependent. Some algorithms utilize the history of the simulation to aid 

the exploration of previously undiscovered conformational space.31–38 There are a handful of  

“meta” algorithms, such as the tabu search algorithm34–38.  With tabu searching all conformers 

within a single “step” from the starting conformer are evaluated and the lowest energy becomes 

to the new starting conformer.  A “tabu” list is generated from these starting conformers and in 
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the future, those structures are forbidden to be re-visited.  One difficulty of a tabu search is 

determining the optimal size of the list.  If the list is too large, excessive time is taken iterating 

through the list looking for matches.  If the list is too small, conformationally nearby history is 

forgotten and time is wasted revisiting those structures. 

The gradient tabu search method (GTS)37 and the following gradient only tabu search 

method (GOTS)38 were developed by Stepanenko and Engels in 2007 and 2008 respectively. 

GTS utilizes both the gradient and Hessian to enhance searching for global minima of 

differential functions.  Starting from a local minimum, the diagonal elements of the Hessian are 

used to estimate the displacement from the current location that follows the path of ‘mildest 

ascent’. This is similar to methods commonly referred to as an eigenvector following 

technique42.  This process is continued until a barrier has been crossed. The algorithm then 

utilizes a combination of the Steepest Descent and Quasi-Newton methods to minimize the 

structure.   

To prevent minimization to already discovered minima, a tabu list is generated from the 

minimized structures as they are discovered.  From the tabu list, regions around each entry are 

declared as tabu (if the search enters the region a minimization does not occur).  Additionally, 

the overlap of the normalized vectors representing the directions starting from the current 

minimum to the original start of the search and to the next coordinate as a result of the 

displacement is evaluated.  This overlap is then compared to a predetermined criterion and the 

direction is either accepted (if it is leading towards undiscovered space) or rejected (if it is 

leading backwards towards the start).  Finally, the tabu list of structures maintains a maximum 

size via the first in/first out principle. 
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GOTS (as the name implies) makes use of only the gradient and not the Hessian.  Instead 

of the Hessian, all functional values (energies) that correspond to a given displacement in each 

degree of freedom are computed. Stepanenko and Engels found GOTS to be more efficient than 

GTS.  As an example, they performed a search with both methods on the 50 dimensional Ackley 

Test Function. The GOTS method performed 3808.75 function evaluations, 225.42 gradient 

evaluations, 15080 sums where the GTS method performed 1335.84 function evaluations, 228.74 

gradient evaluations, 114.19 Hessian evaluations, and 18482 sums (these are averages over 100 

simulations). 

 

1.2 – Sampling Phase Space 

Instead of attempting to discover the low lying minima and their energies, a separate field 

of study, sampling, focuses on efficiently gathering an accurate ensemble of low-energy phase 

space.  Phase space is the collection of every possible value for position and momentum.  One 

point in phase space is defined as the position of momentum of all particles at a given time. For 

an n particle system in Cartesian space, phase space is described in Eqn. ( 1.8 ) as: 

 ! = (!!,!!, !!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!, !!,!!, !!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!,… , !!,!!, !!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!) ( 1.8 ) 

where the coordinates x, y, and z represent the position for each atom, and px, py, and pz represent 

the momentum in each direction.  To simplify the notation, the position and momentum can be 

separated into their respective variables: 

 

! = (!!,!!, !!, !!,!!, !!,… , !!,!!, !!, ) 

! = (!!,!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!,… ,!!,!,!!,!,!!,!) 

! = (!,!) 

 

 

( 1.9 ) 
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For any measurable property, A, it is possible to obtain the average value over all space, 

! , by integrating over phase space (Eqn. ( 1.10 )): 

 ! = ! !,! ! !,! !!!! ( 1.10 ) 

where P is the probability of the physical system visiting specific points in phase space.  P is 

defined by statistical mechanics as: 

 !(!,!) = !!!(!,!)/!!!
!  ( 1.11 ) 

 ! = !!!(!,!)/!!! !!!! ( 1.12 ) 

Q is the canonical partition function, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. While 

analytic evaluation of the integrals in Eqn. ( 1.10 ) and ( 1.12 ) is possible for simple systems, the 

evaluating the integral for highly complex systems becomes intractable.  For systems of 

sufficient complexity, the goal instead turns to constructing a representative sample of low-

energy phase space. This is still a daunting process for large systems however. A common 

illustration of this problem is the evaluation of a single point within each ‘hyper-octant’ of a 

system (evaluate every possible combination of signs for q and p). Because each atom contains 6 

degrees of freedom and each degree of freedom can adopt both negative and positive values the 

number of points in phase space to evaluate is equal to 26N where N is the number of atoms 

within a system.  For a reasonably-sized system of 50 atoms the number of configuration comes 

to approximately 2x1090 points to evaluate each A and E, quite a few for a modestly sized 

system! 

However, it should be noted that the vast majority of phase space is a gigantic high-

energy mesa of incomprehensible configurations. These high-energy points in phase space have 

little to no contribution to the measureable property, A, relative to lower energy points by virtue 
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of Eqn. ( 1.11 ). Therefore sampling low-energy space is key to transform the problem into 

something tractable. 

There are a number of methods that perform sampling, most of which can be 

characterized within the realms of Monte Carlo or MD methods.  Only a small portion of 

relevant MD methods will be discussed here, as the number that span this field are too great to 

cover in any great detail.43,44 

1.2.A. – Metadynamics. Laio and Parrinello in 200331 created a method known as 

metadynamics33,45 that adds “sand” or “small pebbles” to a reduced dimension space in order to 

gradually fill in minima and facilitate exploration of phase space and rare events over the course 

of a MD simulation. The sand or small pebbles consist of Gaussian functions centered at discrete 

positions in the reduced dimension space (referred to as the collective variable (CV) space).  As 

with coarse-grain models46,47 a limited number of CVs are chosen.  The CVs range from a simple 

atom-atom distance or angle to the functionals governing MD itself.  By modifying visited CV 

space with Gaussians, the MD simulation is biased against returning to areas of space previously 

explored.  Over the duration of the MD simulation, potential wells are gradually filled, the local 

surface explored, and a free energy description of the local surface is constructed.   

In their 2003 publication, Laio and Parrinello31 obtained the free energy surface for the 

dissociation of NaCl in water.  In this study, the CVs were defined as the interatomic distance 

between the sodium and chlorine atoms, as well as the electric fields of each atom.  The 

Gaussians were set to a height of 0.3 kcal/mol and the simulation was performed with the 

AMBER95 force field and TIP3P water molecules with periodic boundary conditions.  The 

system was simulated with 0.7 fs time steps with six replicas where the replicas were 

equilibrated for 200 steps and then allowed to run for 500 steps, after which the forces were 
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averaged.  From the free energy surface, two minima and a transition state were observed.  The 

two minima corresponded to 1) the ion pair (interatomic distance of 2.6 Å) and 2) the ions 

dissociated into water (>5 Å separation).  The transition state was characterized as a distance of 

3.3 Å between the two ions. 

By gradually filling in the PES, a complete description of local phase space is gathered 

rather trivially.  Metadynamics has gone on to become a staple method in the sampling 

community ranging in use from something as simple as salt dissociation to something as 

complex as blind protein-ligand docking.  However, a common issue with metadynamics is the 

difficult choice of defining the appropriate CVs to effectively sample space.  For systems with 

increasing complexity, the high dimensionality of the surface makes that decision much harder. 

In fact, multiple papers expand upon the strategy of properly choosing CVs.  In 2011, Barducci, 

Bonomi, and Parrinello33 described multiple protocols for defining proper CVs but the general 

consensus was that the choice is highly system dependent. 

B. Umbrella Sampling. Another means of elucidating information from the PES is the 

umbrella sampling method48–51 developed by Torrie and Valleau48.  The primary goal of 

umbrella sampling is to obtain the free energy associated with a given reaction coordinate.  

Utilizing the knowledge of a reaction coordinate a harmonic potential a.k.a. umbrella potential is 

applied to the surface to bias conformational sampling along the coordinate where MD is then 

performed at each position.  From the resulting data, an ensemble average of this local space is 

generated.  Over the course of multiple simulations with differing umbrella potentials along a 

reaction coordinate, a free energy surface of the reaction coordinate can be constructed. 

In 2002, Mu and Stock49 utilized umbrella sampling to garner a greater understanding of 

the conformational probability of trialanine in water.  They utilized the GROMOS96 force field 
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with a time step of 2 fs, running dynamics for 5 ps.  To perform umbrella sampling, a harmonic 

bias term was added to the Hamiltonian: !! = ! ! − !! !. The force constant, k, was chosen to 

be 1 kJ/(mol deg2).  This restrains the sampling of the dihedral angles, !, within a window 

around a chosen dihedral angle, !!. A step size of 8 degrees was chosen to sample along !!. 

From the resulting trajectories a biased distribution of phase space was obtained from which a 

biased probability distribution was calculated.  From this distribution, umbrella integration was 

applied to obtain an unbiased potential mean force with a probability distribution of trialanine 

existing in two extended conformations 80% of the time and the remaining 20% is spent in a 

helical conformation. 

Overall, umbrella sampling is a very useful tool with only one parameter that must be 

chosen, the force constant.  With too large of a force constant, the harmonic potential will 

dominate and a narrow distribution of structures will be sampled, however too soft of a potential 

will result in redundancy in sampling due to too much overlap between windows. Additionally, it 

is generally more accurate to sample a finer grid of windows on a shorter time scale for each than 

it is fewer windows for longer. 

 

1.3 – Conclusions 

The research presented in this dissertation will be drawing from and building upon 

various searching and sampling methods discussed.  Specifically, chapter 2 will discuss the 

development and benchmarking of SEMD that utilizes facets from each method to optimize 

molecular dynamics conformational searching.  Additionally, chapter 4 will directly utilize select 

conformational searching methods to aid in eliciting the reaction coordinate of the 

photocatalyzed [2+2] cycloaddition of a phenyl substituted bis(enone). 
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Figure 1.1. An example case of the traveling salesman problem.  Starting from the “start” city 
(bottom left), the shortest path that visits every city and returns is obtained.  The above path is 
not necessarily the shortest, however it is an illustration of one possible path that may be taken. 
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Figure 1.2. A contour plot (left) and three dimensional plot (right) of the potential energy surface 
of pentane as a function of dihedral angle of the two C-C-C-C torsions present within the 
molecule.  Within the context of the traveling salesman problem, the minima are equivalent to 
the cities.  

Figure 1.3. A depiction of a systematic grid search (A) and a Monte Carlo (random) search (B).  
The depicted systematic search scans over fixed intervals in two dimensions until all possible 
combinations of intervals have been exhausted.  The Monte Carlo search depicted randomly 
generates points in two dimensional space. 
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Figure 1.4. The energy distribution of lowest 3 kcal/mol conformers (A) and the global minimum 
(B) of cycloheptadecane.  The energy distribution has a bin width of 0.1 kcal/mol. 
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CHAPTER 2: SURFACE EDITING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, AN ALTERNATIVE 

CONFORMATIONAL SEARCHING TOOL 

 

2.1 – Introduction 

A model is described that permits selective editing or removal of potential surface 

minima or maxima. This surface editing accelerates various conformational searching procedures 

based on molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, or genetic algorithms facilitating the determination 

of families of low energy structures and assemblies. This development should aid small molecule 

conformational search and free energy estimation, and likely impact protein-ligand binding 

studies, catalyst transition state modeling, and crystal polymorph prediction. The surface editing 

function model supports a wide variety of internal coordinate systems including but not limited 

to Cartesian, torsional, quaternion, or lattice representations. Application to molecular dynamics-

based torsional search of cyclic and long chain hydrocarbons is illustrated here where it is found 

that global minima and the ensemble of low energy conformations can be assembled with fewer 

minimizations than previous approaches. 

The relevant literature was reviewed in chapter 1, the method is described in section 2.2, 

results and discussion collected in section 2.3, and conclusions provided in section 2.4. 

 

2.2 – Method 

Surface editing molecular dynamics (SEMD) rests on several premises. First, it is 

assumed that individual minima can be efficiently and selectively removed from a potential 

energy expression. Secondly, out of the 3n-6 vibrational velocity directions, it is hypothesized 

that a select few directions are most productive for producing new conformations and that those 
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select few directions can be efficiently determined. Finally, it is assumed that it is possible to 

estimate when a new conformational potential well has been entered. If these premises are well-

founded, then the global minimum as well as a representative family of low energy 

conformations can be efficiently assembled.  

For MD, the question of when a system is in a different well/conformation can be 

particularly challenging due to a tendency of MD to become trapped within a well and 

harmonically oscillate within previously explored configurational space.  With SEMD, applying 

Gaussian-shaped and potential well-sized modifications to the potential energy surface at minima 

discourages the return to and being trapped in discovered conformational space.  In addition to 

these advantages, starting dynamics at the peak of a Gaussian instead of in the valley of a well 

allows for an initial period of highly directed dynamics away from a known conformation. 

The following describes the overall algorithm, wherein the specifics of each segment is referred 

to and discussed in their respective section. 

To begin, a starting geometry is minimized and a Gaussian potential (section 2.2.A) is 

applied to the PES centered at the minimized geometry.  The Gaussian exponent is taken as a 

linear combination of singularity and discontinuity-free torsional coordinates (section 2.2.B). A 

reduced family of starting velocity directions is generated (sections 2.2.C and 2.2.D) and starting 

from the seed (the minimized geometry), molecular dynamics is carried out in each direction for 

a period of time.  After this period of time, a minimization on the original unmodified surface 

occurs (section 2.2.E).  If after the minimization a non-duplicate geometry (section 2.2.F) is 

discovered, a Gaussian is added for this combination of torsional coordinates and the dynamics 

terminated in that direction.  Similar to the usage-directed protocol used by Chang et al.1 the 
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lowest energy conformer that has not yet served as a starting structure becomes the new seed and 

the process repeated once all velocity directions have been exhausted for a given seed. 

2.2.A – Surface Editing Tool: Due to the specific degrees of freedom that are of interest, 

metadynamics limits itself to a small number of carefully chosen collective variables (CVs) to 

generate the free-energy surface.  For the purposes of the present illustration of SEMD, the CVs 

are defined as all of the non-degenerate carbon-based torsions in the compound.  This choice of 

CVs gives a complete description of the torsional potential energy surface for the isolated 

systems discussed in this paper, thus enabling the bias potential to exert control over the entire 

system.   

As with metadynamics, a Gaussian function is chosen to edit the potential energy surface 

due to its separable sum of squares representation of “distance” space. This separability imparts 

the function with the property that when a single “distance” is far from the minimum the entire 

function vanishes. A Gaussian is described with only two parameters and dies off smoothly and 

quickly.  The specific functional form of the Gaussian is given in Eqn. ( 2.1 ). 

 !!"#$ = ! !!! !(!!)!!(!!,!)
!

!"#$

!!!
 ( 2.1 ) 

In Eqn. ( 2.1 ), A is the scaling factor (in kcal/mol), α, the Gaussian exponent, which controls the 

width or distance range of the function, !(!!) is a function of the current torsion angle, !!, and 

!(!!,!) is a function of a torsion angle, !!,!, from a previously obtained conformation.  The 

energy correction, Eqn. ( 2.1 ), is a product of Gaussians (or sum of Gaussian exponents) to 

ensure that as any single torsion twists away from a previous value the entire function 

approaches zero. The parameters A and α are chosen to create a single Gaussian that will 

sufficiently edit out minima from the potential surface.  Some modicum of care must be taken 
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when assigning values for A and α, as a Gaussian that is too large or broad of can unintentionally 

deform or edit nearby minima from the surface, whereas a Gaussian that is too small or narrow 

will not sufficiently bias against previously discovered minima.  

The ethane rotation potential surface was used to provide initial estimates for Gaussian 

parameters fills the minimum but not span too wide a range (A=6 and α=6) (Figure 2.1). Upon 

application, it was discovered that a taller Gaussian (A=12) facilitates more guided dynamics 

without editing out nearby minima as evidenced by the pentane potential energy surface in 

Figure 2.2. Values of at least 12 for A and at most 8 for α are used for the present study.  It 

should be noted that over the course of multiple searching simulations, varying the height and 

width of the Gaussian did not significantly impact the efficacy of the searching protocol as long 

as the choices were reasonable. 

2.2.B – Singularity and discontinuity-free coordinate representation: In contrast to bond 

angles that are uniquely defined over the range of 0˚≤θ<180˚, torsional angles are unique over 

the entire 0˚≤ϕ<360˚ range. To avoid discontinuities at 360˚ and 0˚ or 180˚ and -180˚ torsion 

angles and inconsistent differences between torsion angles, torsion angles are described as 

distances between points on a unit circle. If the first point is at x1, y1, (cos ϕ1, sin ϕ1) and the 

second point is at x2, y2 (cos ϕ2, sin ϕ2) the square of the distance between them is (x1-x2)2 + (y1-

y2)2 or (cos ϕ1- cos ϕ2)2+( sin ϕ1- sin ϕ2)2. Two equivalent representations for the Gaussian 

surface editing function are collected in Eqn. ( 2.2 ). 

 !!"#$ = ! !!! !"#!!!!"#!!,!
!! !"#!!!!"#!!,!

!
!"#$

!!!

!"#$%

!!!
  

 !!"#$ = ! !!!! !! !"#!!!"#!!,!!!"#!!!"#!!,!
!"#$

!!!

!"#$%

!!!
 ( 2.2 ) 
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The first derivative of the sine terms in Eqn. ( 2.2 ) with respect to Cartesian coordinate 

contains a singularity as ϕ approaches 0 or 180˚. In 1991, Swope and Ferguson2 reported a 

singularity-free representation, provided in Eqn. ( 2.3 ). 

 ∇!"#!!"#$ = −!!" ∙ !×!  ( 2.3 ) 

 where: ! = !!"×!!"
!!" !!"

 and ! = !!"×!!"
!!" !!"

  

Eqn. ( 2.3 ) provides both an efficient means of computing !"#!!"#$ and a singularity free 

∇!"#!!"#$ representation for a torsion with atoms i, j, k, l where atoms j and k are the two central 

atoms, !!" represents the vector from atom x to atom y, and the hat denotes that it is a unit 

vector. 

2.2.C – Generation of Initial MD Velocities: Typically in MD an initial velocity vector is 

generated as a random combination of Cartesian displacement coordinates, the linear momentum 

is projected out, the resulting velocity vector scaled to a prescribed temperature, and then used as 

displacements to initiate Newtonian dynamics. For an isolated molecule the selected initial 

velocity direction is but one of 3n-6 possible vibrational directions.  Further, of these 3n-6 

directions a number of them may well lead toward previous minima. The final challenge is that 

local modes in general are not linearly independent. For example, the three local bends about an 

sp2 center only represent two actual bends. 

To mitigate these issues a linearly independent set of collective variable displacement 

coordinates (torsions) is generated, biorthogonalization is used to remove significant overlap 

with previous directions, and the highest eigenvalue normal mode directions used as initial 

velocities. The procedure proceeds as follows.   

i. A singular valued decomposition3 (SVD) is carried out in order to remove the linear 

dependence and determine the number of independent degrees of freedom.  Given local modes, 
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q, and the matrix B that transforms the Cartesian representation, x, to local modes, q, Eqn. ( 2.4 

), 

 q=Bx ( 2.4 ) 

the overlap between the local modes in Cartesian space in matrix S, is given in  Eqn. ( 2.5 ). 

 S=BTB ( 2.5 ) 

A SVD analysis of S yields the diagonal overlap eigenvalue matrix s and the associated unitary 

transformation provided in Eqn. ( 2.6 ). 

 ! = !!!" ( 2.6 ) 

This unitary matrix, U, is used to prepare the canonical orthogonalization matrix X, in Cartesian 

space. 

 ! = 1
!! ( 2.7 ) 

Vectors of U with zero or sufficiently small eigenvalue (<0.2) are simply left out of subsequent 

analysis.   

ii. Previous velocity space directions, described as direction vectors from previous 

structures in torsional space, D, are transformed to the linearly independent sub-space, Eqn. ( 2.8 

), 

 !! = !!! ( 2.8 ) 

a density matrix is formed, Eqn. ( 2.9 ), 

 ! = !′!′! ( 2.9 ) 

and diagonalized, Eqn. ( 2.10 ). 
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 ! = !!!" ( 2.10 ) 

The resulting non-zero eigenvalues r and back-transformed eigenvectors !!, Eqn. ( 2.11 ), 

 !! = !" ( 2.11 ) 

are used to form a symmetric matrix in the Cartesian space, Eqn. ( 2.12 ). 

 ! = !! 1!!′
! ( 2.12 ) 

Matrix Y, which contains the non-zero overlaps with previous directions is transformed to the 

linearly independent sub-space, Eqn. ( 2.13 ),  

 !! = !!!" ( 2.13 ) 

and diagonalized to find the directions that maximally and minimally overlap previous direction 

space, Eqn. ( 2.14 ). Direction vectors with an eigenvalue y’ less than a threshold (0.1) are 

retained. 

 !! =!!!′! ( 2.14 ) 

The resulting eigenvector matrix is backtransformed to the linearly independent Cartesian sub-

space, Eqn. ( 2.15 ). 

 !! = !" ( 2.15 ) 

iii. Finally, the Cartesian Hessian is transformed to this final sub-space, Eqn. ( 2.16 ), 

 !!! =!′!!"′ ( 2.16 ) 

and diagonalized to obtain the set of normal modes that are orthogonal to previous direction 

space, Eqn. ( 2.17 ). 
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 !!!!!! = !′′ε ( 2.17 ) 

The resulting mode matrix is backtransformed to the Cartesian space, Eqn. ( 2.18 ), 

 !! =!′!′′ ( 2.18 ) 

and the highest 10 eigenvalue normal modes used as the set of velocity vector directions in 

SEMD. 

2.2.D – Reduction in MD Velocity degrees of freedom: Once the initial family of velocity 

directions is created it is useful to restrict dynamical motion to degrees of freedom that 

contribute to conformational exploration. In 1977 Ryckaert developed SHAKE4, a constrained 

molecular dynamics algorithm wherein specific internal degrees of freedom, typically stretches 

and bends are constrained during dynamics, focusing kinetic energy into desired degrees of 

freedom.  

The conventional Verlet equation is modified through the addition of a restraining force 

!! ! , selected to prevent the motion of select degrees of freedom, Eqn. ( 2.19 ) 

 ! ! + ∆! = 2! ! − ! ! − ∆! + 12 ! ! + !! ! ∆!!/!! ( 2.19 ) 

In 1983 Anderson generalized SHAKE to permit internal velocity constraints as well as 

geometric constraints, resulting in RATTLE5, Eqns. ( 2.20 ) and ( 2.21 ). In addition to the 

position constraint, !! ! ,  a velocity constraint term, !! !  is added. 

 ! ! + ∆! = 2! ! − ! ! ∆! + !12 ! ! + !! ! ∆!!/!! ( 2.20 ) 

 ! ! + ∆! = ! ! + 12 [ ! ! + !! ! + ! ! + ∆! + !! ! + ∆! ]∆!/!! ( 2.21 ) 

While constraint methods such as SHAKE or RATTLE do facilitate molecular dynamics 

there are numerical stability issues that limit time step size. An additional concern is that 
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constraining distances and angles enforce localized structural distortions found in the initial, 

minimized starting guess and prohibit small structural distortions that occur as torsional barriers 

are traversed. Here we suggest an alternative, CHILL, that, via velocity projection, Eqn. ( 2.22 ), 

dampens the motion of selected internal degrees of freedom permitting focused dynamical 

motion and extended time step size while not constraining internal degrees of freedom. 

 !! = !!! ( 2.22 ) 

As previously described by Pulay6 and Truhlar7,8, projection for an internal degree of 

freedom such as stretch or bend can be constructed from its Cartesian displacement 

representation, e, Eqn. ( 2.23 ). 

 ! = 1− !!!! ( 2.23 ) 

Projections can be sequentially applied, yielding in this case a velocity vector lacking 

particular degrees of freedom. A simplified description of Eqn. ( 2.23 ) is provided in Eqn. ( 2.24 

) 

 !! ! = ! ! − !!!!
!

! ( 2.24 ) 

where !! is given by Eqn. ( 2.25 ). 

 !! = !! ∙ ! ! ! ( 2.25 ) 

The resulting projected velocity Verlet equations are given in Eqns. ( 2.26 ) and ( 2.27 ). 

 ! ! + ∆! = ! ! − !! ! ∆! + 12! ! ∆!
!/!! ( 2.26 ) 

 ! ! + ∆! = !! ! + 12 [! ! + ! ! + ∆! ]∆!/!! ( 2.27 ) 
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In Eqn. ( 2.26 ) the projected velocity term !! !  does not contribute structural distortion 

for the selected internal degrees of freedom but the force-based acceleration term does provide 

motion towards a minimum. 

Cartesian displacements !! are not intrinsically orthogonal, and bends often contain 

intrinsic linear dependence, application of subsequent projections will impact previous 

projections. This dependency can be dealt with by iterative application of the projections or by 

using orthogonal displacements.  A set of orthogonal displacements can be obtained by applying 

a SVD to the Cartesian displacement overlap matrix, ignoring vectors with small eigenvalue. 

Given the local nature of the overlaps sparse methodologies would accelerate the process. 

Alternatively, the subset of local modes centered on each non-hydrogen atom can be generated, 

orthogonalized, and projected sequentially. For sp3 C there are 4 stretches and 6 bends (5 

combinations of which are linearly independent), SVD over the 10 dimensional space results in 9 

orthogonal projections. Both the iterative and atom-based approaches yield acceptable results. 

For octane, the 72 internal degrees of freedom are reduced to 7. A 29 K molecular 

dynamics simulation is equivalent to a 300 K conventional simulation. A 293 K, 2 ps molecular 

dynamics simulation with 2 fs step size on octane yield average C-H and C-C displacements of 

0.0004 and 0.0005 Å. C-C-C, H-C-H, and C-C-H angular deformations average 0.04˚, 0.19˚ and 

0.05˚ respectively. If hydrogen masses are scaled to 12, then 8 fs time steps are feasible with this 

approach. 

2.2.E – Minimization Criteria: A multifaceted approach was developed to ensure that 

minimization proceeds to a structure outside of the current seed’s well.  The first criterion 

utilizes the distance from the seed structure and the second is based on the local dynamics 

elapsed time.   
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To prevent artificial and potentially system-specific minimization criteria from being 

chosen by the user, a learning algorithm was developed to formulate a distance cutoff criterion in 

terms of previous successful minimizations during a given simulation.  For the first twenty 

minimizations, a dynamics time-based criterion is used to train the distance criterion.  For each 

minimization that yields a unique conformer, the distance from the seed structure is calculated, 

see Eqn. ( 2.28 ), 

 !! = ! 1− !"#!!!"#!!,! + !"#!!!"#!!,!
!"#$

!!!
! ( 2.28 ) 

and included in a running average and standard deviation.  Following twenty successful 

minimizations, the distance criterion becomes, Eqn. ( 2.29 ). 

 ! ≥ !!"# − 2!! ! ( 2.29 ) 

Reduction of the average of the distances leading to a successful minimization, !!"#, by two 

standard deviations of those distances, !!, was used to relax the distance criterion to prevent 

close-by minima from being excluded. 

In tandem with the distance cutoff and while the distance cutoff is being developed, a 

dynamics time-based criterion is utilized to allow minimizations to occur as long as the distance 

criterion is met.  The time cutoff is defined in Eqn. ( 2.30 ). 

 !!"##$%& =
2 ∙ !!"#$%%
3 ∙ !!"#$%%
4 ∙ !!"#$%%

! ( 2.30 ) 

Thus, a maximum of three minimizations can potentially occur for each velocity direction. 

Utilization of the distance and time-based criteria in an “AND” relationship increases the 

probability of finding a new potential energy well. 
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2.2.F – Duplicate Checking:  The cumulative distance, Eqn. ( 2.28 ) is also used to 

determine if a “new” minimized conformer has been previously discovered.  Comparing against 

all history, a distance, d, above 0.001 defines a unique conformation. This corresponds to a 

greater than three degree torsional difference. 

2.2.G: Techniques to Reduce Computations:  A number of methods are used to reduce the 

number of computations to increase efficiency without sacrificing completeness. Like tabu 

search methods, a list of previous history is generated. This list must be scanned.  Here, the 

Gaussian function as well as its derivative must be evaluated relative to each previous conformer 

in the list, at each dynamic step.  As the list grows, the time spent evaluating this potential 

increases.  However, not every conformer in the history contributes significantly at the current 

position on the PES.  In fact, the rapid decay of Gaussians leads to many previous conformers 

not contributing to the editing function. Instead of performing a full evaluation of the surface 

editing potential and forces at every dynamic step, the Gaussian exponent of a conformer is 

utilized to determine if its contribution must be calculated.  If the distance to a previous 

conformer, Eqn. ( 2.28 ), meets the criteria in Eqn. ( 2.31 ), 

 ! < − !
!" 0.01

!
2! ! ( 2.31 ) 

the conformer will contribute more than 0.01 kcal/mol to the potential energy and is added to 

short list of contributing conformers.  This reduced list is then used to determine the surface 

editing potential for the next 5 dynamics steps after which the list will be re-evaluated. 

A reduced list of nearby conformers is also generated immediately prior to minimization.  

During minimization, it is efficient to check this shorter list to determine if the structure is 

minimizing to a previously discovered conformer.  If the structure is a duplicate, d0 less than 

0.001, the minimization terminates and dynamics resumes.  If the minimization is successful, the 
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structure is compared to the full list of previous structures to maintain the integrity of the surface 

editing potential. 

Symmetry can also be used to reduce computation time.  For cycloheptadecane, up to 68 

geometrically equivalent conformers can be generated from a single structure and a Gaussian is 

placed at each equivalent position on the surface, reducing accessible space by factors of up to 

68.  As described by Saunders9, a geometrically equivalent geometry is created “by permuting 

the atom-numbering systems around the ring in both directions” in addition to changing the sign 

of the torsion angles.  Within each geometrically equivalent set, a duplicate check is performed 

to ensure the set is non-redundant due to the presence of symmetry.  When applicable, symmetry 

is also used when checking new conformers against previously discovered geometries. 

To maintain reproducibility the non-random number-based Nose-Hoover10,11 thermostat 

was utilized in favor of random number based thermostats. 

 

2.3 – Results and Discussion 

2.3.A – Cycloheptadecane. Dating to the 1990’s cycloheptadecane (Figure 2.3) has 

served as the prototypically challenging benchmark case for conformational searching. 

Cycloheptadecane contains a large number of degrees of freedom, symmetry, and a constraining 

ring. In 1990, Saunders, Houk, Still9 and coworkers established that there are 262 unique 

conformations within 3.0 kcal/mol of the ground state structure in vacuo on the MM2 potential 

energy surface. A multitude of searching protocols were employed, each finding a varying 

number of the 262 low-energy conformations.  The number of conformations found for each 

method were reported as follows: Cartesian stochastic (222), torsion tree (211), Monte Carlo 

(260), distance geometry (176), and molecular dynamics (169).  By combining the results from 
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every search they were able to construct the population of 262 conformations that exist within 

lowest 3 kcal/mol of the global minimum. 

A pseudosystematic search via Ngo and Karplus was utilized to characterize the lowest 

3.0 kcal/mol conformers of cycloheptadecane in 199712.  In the pseudosystematic  search an 

initial random structure is generated and cyclized via a kinematic twist operator and minimized.  

From this initial conformation the kinematic twist operator is applied to achieve each of the 34 

possible twists.  Each resulting non-duplicate geometry is then stored as a possible future starting 

structure.  Using this pseudosystematic search 258 of the 262 known geometries were obtained 

in approximately 10,000 minimizations. 

In 1998, Pappu, Hart, and Ponder13 reported a diffusion equation method to perform 

potential surface smoothing. To efficiently find the global minimum of cycloheptadecane 

potential smoothing was applied in tandem with a normal mode local search.  The smoothing 

algorithm was adjusted to reduce the surface to a single minimum over the course of multiple 

minimizations.  This approach discovered the second lowest minimum in 440 minimizations.  In 

addition to this, a normal mode local search was performed in Cartesian space to generate the 

full low-energy spectrum of cycloheptadecane. A total of 20,469 unique structures were 

generated within 26 kcal/mol of the global minimum. 

In 1999, Kolossváry and Guida reported the conformational search method c-LMOD14, a 

ravine following method that evaluates the Hessian at every step along the PES.  The Hessian 

and gradient are used to construct a path to approach and then pass through a saddle point along 

the negative eigenvector and then proceed to the bottom of a new well.  In addition to using c-

LMOD to study cycloheptadecane, the conformational search method l-LMOD15 was presented 

and applied.  This alternative l-LMOD method utilizes single large “leap” steps along low mode 
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directions from the starting structure, the leap distances selected to land past barriers.  Once the 

leap has been taken, the resulting structure is minimized and the process repeated.  Their l-

LMOD method found all 262 conformers within 11,631 leaps and subsequent minimizations 

while c-LMOD generated 89,508 saddle points and 42,130 unique minima before all 262 

structures were discovered.  In a previous paper they had discovered 262 conformations within 

the lowest 12.6 kJ/mol (~3.01 kcal/mol) with l-LMOD.  Using this 12.6 kJ/mol energy cutoff, 

they discovered 264 conformations with l-LMOD where the two new structures had energies 

3.001557 and 3.004018 kcal/mol above the global minimum. 

In 2010 Long, Tran, Adams, Darwen and Smythe generated a population-based 

incremental learning algorithm16 (PBIL) to perform conformational searches.  The PBIL 

algorithm forms each generation of conformers from a probability distribution of the fittest 

dihedral angles from previous generations.  With each new generation, each structure is 

minimized.  After 500 minimization steps, if the energy is above a pre-defined cutoff the 

minimization is stopped, the conformer discarded, and the minimization attempt not counted 

towards their total full-energy minimization count.  With their algorithm they obtained the set of 

264 conformations in 7662 full-energy minimizations. The number of partial minimization 

attempts was not reported. 

Starting from the completely flat structure of cycloheptadecane, SEMD obtained the 262 

conformers in the lowest 3.0 kcal/mol in 3622 full-energy minimizations and 620,000 dynamic 

steps  (Δt=8.0 fs , T=100 K, tcutoff=240 fs, A=22, and α=8).  A total of 3622 conformers were 

obtained over the course of the dynamics and the highly symmetric structure enabled the SEMD 

algorithm to edit out a total of 243,423 minima from the surface.  During this process there were 

9,543 visits to previously discovered conformers as determined by partial minimizations.  
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Additionally, the global minimum was obtained in 84 full-energy minimizations and 7,200 

dynamics steps.  Because full energy minimizations, partial minimizations, and molecular 

dynamics all perform gradient evaluations, we tracked that metric to provide a singular measure 

of efficiency.  As such, a total of 3,157,250 gradient evaluations were performed. 

Differential round off issues in different software packages as well a limited precision in 

the conversion between kcal/mol and kJ/mol preclude a rigorous definition of 3 kcal/mol. The 

MM2 force field in version 5.2 of the Tinker software suite produces only 261 of the 262 

structures within 3 kcal/mol of the global minimum,13 the 262nd conformer being 3.0016 

kcal/mol above the global minimum. A structure data file containing the geometries of all 262 

conformations, obtained from Kollosváry (generated via MacroModel), was used to perform a 

structural similarity analysis when a new conformer was discovered.  The calculation was 

terminated once all 262 geometries were accounted for. 

While the goal of finding all 262 lowest 3 kcal/mol energy conformers in the fewest 

computations possible is an easily definable goal, it is not generalizable.  The energy distribution 

of the various conformations of cycloheptadecane does not have a gap at 3 kcal/mol above the 

global minimum13. Another means of determining a method’s efficacy is to measure its ability to 

generate a near-complete collection of low-energy conformations.  SEMD can preferentially 

generate a wide array of unique low energy conformations.  In the same calculation where all 

262 lowest 3 kcal/mol conformations were discovered, a Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution of 

low-energy structures was obtained (Figure 2.4). The presence of a high-energy tail is most 

likely due to having filled in most of the finite low-energy space and beginning to fill in the more 

of the vast high energy space.  Of the 3,622 conformations found, 3,565 were within 10 kcal/mol 

of the global minimum with the highest of the 3,622 being 13.197 kcal/mol uphill, approximately 
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half of the 19.093+26 kcal/mol energetic upper limit reported by Ponder13.  The median energy 

of the population is 24.535 kcal/mol with a standard deviation of 1.836 kcal/mol. 

Over the course of the calculation, after quickly discovering the global minimum, the 

running average energy (using the previous 50 energies) increases steadily from approximately 

22.0 to 25.5 kcal/mol (Figure 2.5).  During this rise both low and mid-energy structures are being 

sampled.  This ability to preferentially sample low-energy space makes SEMD a versatile tool in 

developing the low-energy population distribution of a species. 

2.3.B – C39H80. An alternative, less common, but perhaps more challenging benchmark 

sets as its goal finding the global minimum for C39H80 (Figure 2.6), a model small strand of 

polyethylene, in vacuo using the MM3 force field. Rather than adopting an all-trans extended 

conformation, van der Waals forces allow the molecule to compensate for the energy of less 

favorable dihedral angles and fold into a β-sheet-like conformation.  

Utilizing l-LMOD, Kolossváry and Guida14 discovered the currently known global 

minima of C39H80 after several 10,000 step searches. Long, Tran, Adams, Darwen and Smythe 

attempted to obtain the global minimum with their PBIL algorithm16.  They were unable to 

obtain the global minimum after 4000 full energy minimizations, but did obtain a conformer 

within 0.2 kcal/mol of the global minimum. 

Since the goal for C39H80 is to simply find the global minimum rather than fill in 

conformational space, a different SEMD protocol was used. Instead of performing a single 

isothermal run, two independent isothermal calculations were performed.  The first calculation’s 

goal was to obtain a wide cross section configurational space starting from the fully extended 

conformation.  Here, dynamics was carried out at a higher temperature and dynamics allowed to 

proceed for an extended amount of time between minimizations.  The torsional temperature was 
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125 K with a tcutoff of 800 fs, Δt = 8.0 fs for 500,000 steps, A=22, and α=8.0.  A total of 2048 

structures were obtained with the lowest energy conformer found, 2.1 kcal/mol above the global 

minimum.  The second calculation, starting from the lowest energy conformer from the first 

calculation, was performed to sample  low-energy space.  The second calculation was performed 

with a T of 100 K, a tcutoff of 600 fs, 500,000 Δt = 8.0 fs, A=22, and α=8.0.  During the course of 

the calculation the global minimum, with an energy 12.742 kcal/mol was obtained, along with 

2410 other low-energy conformers.   

The distribution of conformers from the high T calculation is reversed relative to the 

cycloheptadecane distribution (Figure 2.7)—that is there is a low energy tail, rather than a high 

energy tail. From the running average trajectory plot (Figure 2.8), the first two thirds of the 

dynamics is spent attempting to discover a “pathway conformer” to a population of low energy 

structures.  Once the single “pathway conformer” is found (approx. #1,500), SEMD proceeds to 

follow a path to the bottom of its respective funnel17 to discover the global minimum. 

For the first two thirds of the simulation shown in Figure 2.8, SEMD discovered 

conformations that are fully extended with a limited number of torsional defects.  This gives rise 

to the seemingly iso-energetic population of conformations.  The amount of time spent 

generating these extended structures can be reduced by allowing the dynamics to run for longer 

lengths of time before a minimization is attempted coupled with an even higher temperature.   

However, this has the adverse side effect of generating conformers on pathways to higher-energy 

basins, resulting in time spent exploring these unproductive basins.  
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2.4 – Conclusions 

A novel protocol has been presented that efficiently searches conformational space for 

global minima A product of Gaussians is used to effectively edit out minima from a potential 

energy surface. This surface editing, coupled with a new approach to partitioning space into 

orthogonal directions has shown to be a fast and efficient means of generating low-energy 

populations as well as isolating global minima for highly flexible molecules as well as ring 

systems.  For classic benchmarks, SEMD was able to obtain all 262 lowest 3 kcal/mol structures 

of cycloheptadecane with roughly half the computational effort of current state of the art, as well 

as discovering the global minimum of C39H80 with record computational effort.  In both cases, a 

low-energy Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution of structures was obtained.  In addition, 

through temperature variation SEMD can be tailored to generate either a wide cross-section of 

conformational space or to refine to a low energy structure. 

In addition to these accomplishments a novel, robust, and singularity-free approach to 

measuring conformational torsional angle differences was developed.  This unit circle distance 

was used to compute Gaussian surface modifications as well as define conformational similarity.  

Use of the unit circle eliminates discontinuities at 0º and 360º or -180º and 180º. 

SEMD facilitates new and unique conformational searching aides.  For example, 

conformational symmetry can be used to bias against portions of undiscovered space without 

having to explore those regions.  In the case of highly symmetric cycloheptadecane, 67 

additional Gaussian can be added to the surface for each symmetry equivalent position of each 

discovered conformation.  Another unique capability is the ability to project out degrees of 

freedom from the velocity permitting dynamics to focus on productive modes while still 

following low-energy paths across the potential energy surface.  In this study, stretch and bend 
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were both removed focusing dynamic motion onto the torsional degrees of freedom, thus 

allowing larger step sizes and lower effective temperatures. 

SEMD can be extended to alternative coordinates to facilitate conformational searching 

for protein folding or protein-ligand docking.  For protein folding, the backbone torsions could 

be biased against while allowing the side chains to relax thus performing an initial backbone 

optimization.  Once an optimal backbone conformation has been reached, the side chains can 

then be searched.  With protein-ligand docking, the added complexity of rigid-body rotational 

degrees of freedom can be utilized by SEMD to allow  ligands to explore an active-site’s low-

energy landscape. 

Figure 2.1. Potential energy surface of the sp3-sp3 torsional rotation for ethane.  The dashed line 
represents a Gaussian parameterized with A=6 and ! =6, centered at the !=180º minimum. 
Summation of the carbon potential and Gaussian results in the bold potential energy surface with 
a maximum at 180º. 
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Figure 2.2. The top contour plot (left) and three-dimensional surface (right) represent the 
unmodified pentane torsion potential energy surface where !1 and !2 represent the two C-C-C-C 
torsions.  The bottom contour plot (left) and three-dimensional surface (right) illustrate the 
impact of a Gaussian centered at the !1=180º and !2=180º minimum; parameterized with A=12 
and !=6.  The result is a maximum at the previous minimum without significant modification to 
nearby potential minima. 
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Figure 2.3. MM2 Enthalpic global minimum of cycloheptadecane. 
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Figure 2.4. Left: Conformations of cycloheptadecane discovered by SEMD, ordered in order of 
increasing energy.  Right: Histogram of Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution of discovered 
conformations (bin width = 0.4 kcal/mol).   

Figure 2.5. Minima of cycloheptadecane obtained over the course of an SEMD simulation.  The 
grey points represent individual minima and the black line represents the running average 
(previous 50 energies) with running standard deviation (previous 250 energies).  The running 
average gradually increases over the course of the simulation illustrating SEMD’s ability to 
preferentially fill in the low-energy regions of the potential energy surface. 
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Figure 2.6. In vacuo MM3 forcefield energetic global minimum of C39H80. 

Figure 2.7. Left: Ordered (by energy) conformers of C39H80 wherein the searching simulation 
(gray) utilizes a high temperature (125 K) and long dynamics time before minimization (800 fs) 
to obtain a wide cross-section of structures. The refinement simulation (black) starting from the 
previous simulation’s lowest energy conformer utilizes a low temperature (100 K) and short 
dynamics time before minimization (600 fs) to refine the structure to the MM3 global minimum.  
Right: Stacked histogram representing the distribution of structures for each simulation wherein 
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution can be easily observed for the refinement simulation (black). 
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Figure 2.8. Conformational trajectory of the search simulation, the 50 conformer running average 
(black) with 125 conformer running standard deviation and each conformation (gray) as they are 
discovered are provided.  The simulation discovers a conformation at approximately #1500 that 
leads to the global minimum subsequently discovered in the refinement run. 
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CHAPTER 3: PROGRESS TOWARDS ESTIMATING CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY OF 

HYDROCARBONS VIA SURFACE EDITING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 

 

3.1 – Introduction 

As discussed in the introduction, a wide array of metrics may be obtained from the 

resulting low-energy population of either a sampling or searching method.  Estimation of one of 

these metrics, relative entropy, via molecular dynamics is as van Gunsteren describes1, “a 

notoriously difficult problem that currently constitutes one of the key challenges in 

computational chemistry”. In 1981, Karplus2 presented a means of computing the configurational 

entropy of a system.  Specifically, he proposed computing the configurational entropy of a 

species via the probability distribution of the geometries of that species. 

Configurational entropy, being a subset of the more general entropy term, is utilized to 

evaluate the relative “flexibility” of a single molecule or, more accurately described, its 

accessible configurational space3.  Furthermore, it is only related to position (and not the 

momentum) of the species over some measurable quantity, such as potential energy. 

This chapter serves as a brief illustration of the surface editing molecular dynamic 

method’s efficacy at obtaining the conformational contribution to the configurational entropy.  

The relevant background is presented in section 3.2, the computational methods given in section 

3.3, preliminary results with an accompanying discussion is collected in section 3.4, and 

conclusions in section 3.5. 
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3.2 – Background 

3.2.A – Configurational Entropy: As proposed by Karplus and Kushick2, configurational 

entropy is related to the probability distribution function of a given geometry, !(!), and is of the 

form 

 !!"#$ = −!! ! ! ln!(!)!! ( 3.1 ) 

where !! is Boltzmann’s contant and ! !  is defined as 

 ! ! = 1
! !

!!(!)/!!! ( 3.2 ) 

and ! !  is the potential energy of the conformation, and ! is the temperature.  The partition 

function, !, is defined as  

 ! = !!!(!)/!!! ( 3.3 ) 

Utilizing this system of equations, a configurational entropy can be constructed which gives 

insight into the conformational flexibility of a system.  Ideally, integration over the entire surface 

is preferable, however due to an infinite amount of time required to achieve this by sampling 

methods, in practice summation over the obtained population must suffice. 

 Karplus et al. later expanded upon configurational entropy4 by partitioning the 

configurational entropy into two terms, vibrational (!!"#) and conformational (!!"#$"%&) 

entropy: 

 !!"#$ = !!"# + !!"#$"%& ( 3.4 ) 

Computation of !!"#$"%& is then computed from the probability distribution of the discrete 

minima,!!!, using the Shannon informational entropy5 and is found in Eqn. ( 3.5 ). 
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 !!"#$"%& = −!! !! ln!!
!

!!!
 ( 3.5 ) 

The probability distribution, !!, is computed similarly to Eqn. ( 3.2 ). 

 !! =
1
!!
!!!!/!!! ( 3.6 ) 

Where the partition function, !! , is 

 !! = !!!(!)/!!!
!

!!!
 ( 3.7 ) 

3.2.B. Configurational Entropy Estimation of Hydrocarbons: In 2006, van Gunsteren et 

al.1 compared atomic-level and coarse-grained models for estimating the configurational entropy 

of hydrocarbons with molecular dynamics.  They utilized the GROMOS 45A36 for the united 

atom atomic-level simulations and a coarse-grained force field7 for their course-grain 

simulations. They found that there was a loss of configurational entropy from the atomic-level to 

coarse-grain models.  The decrease was on the order of 40-100 J mol-1 K-1 per bead. 

 

3.3 – Methodology 

All conformational searching presented here is performed with the SEMD method with 

the MM2/MM3 force fields8,9.  The SEMD parameters A and alpha are equal to 22 and 8 

respectively. Simulation length varied from system to system and is reported within each case. 

 

3.4 – Results and Discussion 

3.4.A – Cycloheptadecane: Cycloheptadecane provides perhaps the most time efficient 

system to determine the SEMD’s ability to estimate !!"#$"%&. Cycloheptadecane’s well-

characterized low-energy population of minima can be utilized as a test bed for determining 
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convergence of the conformational contribution to the configurational entropy.  Additionally, the 

data has already been gathered to benchmark SEMD. 

Utilizing the population of structures from successful search of 262 conformers from the 

previous chapter, a value for !!"#$"%& can be estimated.  Specifically, the evolution of !!"#$"%& 

over the course of the search for the 262 conformers is observed by applying Eqns. ( 3.5 )-( 3.7 ) 

to obtain !!"#$"%& as a function of conformers discovered (Figure 3.1). 

After 3621 conformers, !!"#$"%& is equal to 44.2 J/(mol K) with a standard deviation of 

the last 50 conformers equal to 0.01 J/(mol K).  This suggests that !!"#$"%& has converged, thus 

systems with comparable complexity to cycloheptadecane may be treated by SEMD. 

3.4.B – C39H80: Conforming to the same reasoning as with cycloheptadecane, the well 

characterized global minimum and already present C39H80 conformational searching data from 

the previous chapter can be readily analyzed to provide another test. Due to the nature of the 

search (finding the global minimum), the low energy population should not be entirely present. 

After performing the analysis with the population of 2410 minima, it is found that 

!!"#$"%& is estimated to be 41.6 J/(mol K) with a standard deviation of the last 50 conformers 

equal to 0.06 J/(mol K).  Upon observing the evolution of !!"#$"%& (Figure 3.2), it is apparent 

that the majority of low-energy population has not been discovered and the value has not quite 

converged.  Additionally, comparing the value of !!"#$"%& for C39H90 to the value for 

cycloheptadecane does not track with a qualitative assessment of flexibility. However, with this 

case of each species being simulated in a vacuum, their values may be similar due to the 

tendency of long hydrocarbon chains favoring “folded” geometries, thus excluding wide swaths 

of extended conformations due to the relative stability of the folded conformers. 
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A more accurate estimation may be achieved by running the simulation for a longer 

period of time to elicit a larger population of low-energy minima. 

3.4.C – Solvation Effects on !!"#$"%&: To illustrate the effects of solvation on the 

conformational contribution to configurational entropy, a simple case was devised with the 

relatively “small” molecule, octane, and the implicit solvent model, solvent accessible surface 

area (SASA)10. Due to octane’s short length, the folded conformations are not energetically 

feasible due to the lack of accessible stabilizing van der Waals (vdW) interactions relative to the 

destabilizing torsion angles that would be required to achieve them.  However with the inclusion 

of implicit solvent parameterized for methane, the energetic gap between conformers should 

widen, favoring the fully extended conformations and destabilizing the conformations with 

torsional defects. 

By scaling the implicit solvent quality from 0 (vacuum) to 1 (equivalent to methane 

solvent) in 0.2 increments and performing a SEMD search at each increment, the impact of 

solvent was elicited (Figure 3.3).  As expected, the vacuum equivalent simulation allows for the 

most accessible conformations as evidenced by the relatively higher entropy, 34.0 J/(mol K).  As 

the solvent quality improves, the number of accessible geometries decreases, reducing the 

entropy to 30.8 J/(mol K) for the perfectly solvated simulation. 

 

3.5 – Conclusions 

Surface editing molecular dynamics proves to be an intriguing choice for computing the 

conformational contribution to the configurational entropy by preferentially eliciting low-energy 

minima.  An estimation of the vibrational contribution may be obtained by evaluating the 

Hessian at each low-energy minima, which is already done within SEMD to obtain the starting 
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velocities.  Therefore by properly utilizing the information from the Hessian, SEMD will be able 

to estimate the full configurational entropy of a given species. 

Figure 3.1. Conformational contribution to the configurational entropy for cycloheptadecane. 
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Figure 3.2. Conformational contribution to the configurational entropy for C39H80. 

Figure 3.3. Conformational contribution to the configurational entropy for octane as a function of 
solvent quality. 
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL STUDY OF BIS(ENONE) PHOTOCATALYTIC [2+2] 

CYCLOADDITION: ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS 

 

4.1 – Introduction 

The re-emerging area of photoredox catalysis offers the opportunity to carry out 

endothermic or activated transformations under mild conditions without pre-activation of 

reagents, thus reducing energy requirements, mitigating the use of toxic reagents, and 

minimizing waste. In the past five years there have been more than 150 publications where 

photoredox catalysis was used to carry out useful synthetic transformations, following both 

reductive as well as oxidative pathways. The highlights of this work are captured in several 

recent reviews.1–3 

The diastereocontrolled [2+2] cycloaddition of enones (Figure 4.1) is a synthetically 

useful example of the reductive pathway. In this work, photo-excited [Ru(bpy)3]2+* is reduced by 

sacrificial diisopropylethyl amine in the presence of LiBF4. Other examples of useful 

transformations have been developed by several groups, including Stephenson’s2,3 

functionalization of indoles and pyrroles via intramolecular radical cyclizations and MacMillan’s 

reductions of alkyl and α-bromo carbonyls.4 

The Yoon photocatalyzed [2+2] cycloaddition5 example is of particular interest as it is a 

relatively rare example of photocatalytic diastereocontrol.  It forms two C-C bonds, does not 

require a leaving group, and it highlights a potentially significant specific ion effect---LiBF4 is 

required; replacement by Bu4N•BF4 or NaBF4 leads to no observable consumption of enone.  In 

contrast, electrochemical reduction leads to a diverse product distribution. 
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This chapter outlines the theoretical characterization of possible mechanisms for 

photocatalyzed [2+2] cycloaddition involving phenyl substituted bis-enones while also 

investigating potential sources of specific ion effect as well as diastereocontrol. The relevant 

literature is reviewed in section 4.2, the computational method is in section 4.3, results are 

collected in section 4.4, discussion of the most likely pathway(s) is in section 4.5, and 

conclusions are provided in section 4.6. 

 

4.2 – Background 

Diphenyl and phenyl alkyl substituted bis(enone)s have been reduced under a wide range 

of conditions that have resulted in varying products and diastereoselectivities5–9. Aromatic 

bis(enone)s have been subjected to cathodic reduction, chemical induction, metal catalysis, as 

well as photocatalysis each yielding a different product distribution.  Each of the following 

species and reactions correspond to entries in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1, respectively.  

4.2.A – Cathodic Reduction. Roh, Jang, Lynch, Bauld, and Krische,6 reported the 

cathodic reduction of the bis(enone)s at a voltage of -0.90 V versus SCE in acetonitrile and 

lithium perchlorate. The cis and trans [2+2] cycloadducts (2a & 2b), a [4+2] Diels-Alder adduct 

(2f), both cis and trans simple reductive cyclization products (2g & 2h), and a reductive 

cyclization-aldolization product are observed (2c). No diastereoselectivity is observed as well as 

little product selectivity. 

4.2.B – Chemical Induction. Yang, Felton, Bauld, and Krische7 reported the chemically 

induced bis(enone) cycloaddition with a chrysene radical anion in THF.  This yielded the cis 

[2+2] cycloadduct (2a), the [4+2] Diels-Alder cycloadduct (2f), reductive cyclization-

aldolization product (2c), and the simple cis reductive cyclization product (2g). When a napthyl 
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group was substituted for the phenyl, selectivity for the cis [2+2] cycloadduct was increased by a 

factor of two. 

4.2.C – Metal Catalysis. Baik, Luis, Wang, and Krische8 reported that catalytic reduction 

of the bis(enone) with cobalt 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionate [Co(dpm)2] with 

stoichiometric phenylmethylsilane in dichloroethane resulted in the formation the cis [2+2] 

cycloadduct (2a) in a 7:1 ratio over the Michael cycloadduct product (2e), at 50ºC.  

4.2.D – [Ru(bpy)3] Photocatalysis. In 2008, Ischay, Anzovina, Du, and Yoon5 described 

the photocatalytic [2+2] cycloaddition of bis(enone). A nearly 10:1 diastereometric ratio of cis to 

trans [2+2] cycloadduct (2a & 2b) was obtained utilizing ruthenium tris(bipyridine), 

diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), lithium tetrafluoroborate, acetonitrile, and sunlight.  It was 

reported that under the same conditions alkyl bis(enones) did not react.  

4.2.E – Eosin Y Photocatalysis. More recently, in 2013, Neumann and Zeitler9 reported 

the selective formation of  the trans [2+2] cycloadduct (2b) (96% yield). Eosin Y was used as the 

photocatalyst, along with lithium bromide, and DIPEA in acetonitrile and with 530 nm light.  

Alternatively the bis(enone) produced the simple trans reductive cyclization product (2h) (93% 

yield) when Eosin Y was combined with the reductive quencher, Hantzcsh ester, and a thiourea 

organocatalyst, in dichloromethane solvent.  

 4.2.F – Theoretical Studies.  In 2009, Zhang, Li, and Chen10 performed a theoretical 

study of the intramolecular anion radical cycloaddition of the phenyl-substituted bis(enone) 

using the density functional B3LYP with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. The PCM implicit solvent 

model was used simulate the effects of THF. The [2+2] cycloaddition reaction was reported to be 

thermodynamically unfavorable in vacuo and in THF solvent. 
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In 2012, Yuan, Zhang, and Chen11 performed another study on the bis(enone) [2+2] 

cycloaddition, this time reporting a substituent study.  Again, in vacuo and PCM THF as well as 

acetonitrile solvated results were reported.  Depending upon substituent either the product was 

not a stationary point or the reaction was enthalpically unfavorable. Mulliken atomic spin 

densities were analyzed and it was concluded that electron-withdrawing substituents were 

required for the [2+2] cycloadduct to form. 

 

4.3 – Methodology 

The seemingly straightforward bis(enone) [2+2] cycloaddition reaction posses several 

computational challenges.  

1) Conformational flexibility. The bis(enone) reactant and intermediate possess 8 and 6 

conformationally significant torsion angles, respectively. An exhaustive coupled two and three-

fold torsion tree-search would generate 144 intermediate geometries and 1,296 geometries for 

the reactant. Excluded volume effects diminish the number of accessible conformations, but 

evaluating even a fractional subset of structures is intractable with electronic structure 

methodologies.   

2) Solvent interactions. The bis(enone) [2+2] cycloaddition involves anion formation in a 

37 debye acetonitrile solvent medium. Gas phase calculations will yield incorrect 

characterization of the species’ charge polarization and thus incorrect relative energies between 

conformers and intermediates along the reaction coordinate. It is necessary to include solvent 

interactions via an implicit solvent model.   

3) Potential π-stacking. The phenyl substituents of the bis(enone), at least one of which is 

required for reactivity, potentially participate in favorable t-shaped or parallel displaced π-
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stacking.  π-stacking interactions could stabilize otherwise unfavorable conformations, altering 

the calculated potential energy landscape. Because π-stacking is predominantly dispersive in 

character, the selected computational model must include dispersion to accurately describe 

conformational structure and conformation energy differences.   

4) Counter-ion. Yoon cycloaddition does not occur without added LiBF4.  Inclusion of a 

properly solvated lithium ion is essential to accurately modeling the system in question. 

All of these challenges must be considered in tandem with a characterization of 

potentially valid reaction pathways that lead to products (Figure 4.2).  For each species in Figure 

4.2, there should be a conformational search to generate a population of low energy structures, 

inclusion of a proper solvent model, inclusion of dispersion, and an evaluation of the energetic 

and conformational impact of the lithium ion.  It should be noted that the reaction diagram in 

Figure 4.2 is stereo-agnostic and therefore does not include rotational events that could lead to 

the isomeric ratio of products experimentally observed. Evaluation of the rotational barriers of 

each species and their relative energies along with the transition states connecting each can give 

insight into the source of diastereoselectivity. 

All DFT calculations were performed in Gaussian 09 utilizing the hybrid functional 

APF12. In order to effectively add an empirical dispersion term to a density functional model, 

APF is designed as a linear combination of the two hybrid functionals to minimize long-range 

interactions.  Specifically, the combination of 41.1% B3PW9113,14, which is repulsive at long 

range for methane dimer, with 58.9% PBE1PBE15–17, which is attractive at long range for 

methane dimer achieved an “average” of near zero at long range.  With long-range interactions 

removed, a specifically tailored empirical dispersion correction (APF-D) was added to accurately 

describes the binding curve of methane dimer as well as benzene dimer. A 6-311+G(d) was used 
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for all atoms in all calculations. Diffuse functions were added to provide a more balanced 

description of neutral and anionic species. In calculations where solvent is considered, a 

polarizable continuum model (PCM)18,19 was used to approximate the effects of acetonitrile 

(ε=37). Unless otherwise noted the energies reported are differences in quantum mechanical 

Total Energy. Ideal gas statistical thermodynamic corrections were applied to the neutral 

products. 

 

4.4 – Results 

4.4.A – Bis(enone) conformations. Bis(enone), 1, contains 8 low-barrier torsions (Figure 

4.4). There are 2 aromatic sp2-carbonyl sp2 single bonds, 2 olefinic sp2-carbonyl sp2 single 

bonds, 2 olefinic sp2-sp3 single bonds and 2 sp3-sp3 bonds. Single bonds between aromatic sp2-

carbonyl sp2 centers typically have 2-fold rotational barriers of 5 kcal/mol (for acetophenone 

there is a 2-fold 5.4 kcal/mol barrier). Acrolein provides an example of an olefinic sp2-carbonyl 

sp2 single bond (2-fold 6.6 kcal/mol barrier). 1-butene suggests that bonds between olefinic sp2-

sp3 have 3-fold barriers of 3 kcal/mol, and ethane suggests that sp3-sp3 single bonds have 3-fold 

barriers of around 3 kcal/mol. This suggests 24x34=1,296 conformations. Steric interactions as 

well as π-stacking interactions contribute to distortions away from torsional minima.  

A torsion-tree search was performed on 1 utilizing the molecular mechanics force field 

APT (Figure 4.5). Of the set of structures obtained, 72 structures were found with a molecular 

mechanics energy lower than the fully extended conformation.  Of those 72 structures, 5 were 

chosen for treatment via electronic structure methodologies.  They were chosen based on their 

conformational diversity and their likelihood of forming conformationally unique cis-5-

membered ring intermediates. 
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The neutral structures were then minimized via APF-D/6-311+g* with and without PCM 

acetonitrile implicit solvent (Figure 4.6) and their energies obtained (Table 4.2).  Of these five 

structures, the two lowest energies conformers (1a & 1e) were used for further minimizations in 

addition to the fully extended conformation (to maintain as a reference point).  The two 

conformers primarily differ in their orientation of their ketones, where for structure 1a the 

ketones are parallel whereas for 1e the ketones are antiparallel.  The unfavorable interaction of 

the two parallel dipoles in 1a in vacuum is mitigated by solvent as evidenced by the widening 

energy difference between 1a and 1e from vacuum to solvent.   

1a, 1e and the fully extended conformer were minimized with B3LYP20 to assess the 

impact of dispersion on the geometries and their relative energy (Figure 4.7). The π-stacking 

observed within 1a when evaluated with APF-D was lost with B3LYP as evidenced by an 

interatomic distance between the two closest carbons from each phenyl group increasing from 

3.4 to 4.9 Å.  Additionally, their relative energies invert, favoring the fully extended 

conformation by 2.6 kcal/mol over both 1a and 1e. 

In addition to the thermally accessible barriers discussed above, 1, possesses two sp2-sp2 

double bonds. Formation of diastereoisomer 2b requires rotation about one of these double bonds 

at some point along the reaction coordinate (Figure 4.8). 

4.4.B – Ruthenium Photocatalysis. The low energy photophysics of [Ru(bpy)3
2+] consists 

of an initial metal to ligand charge transfer transition (MLCT) from a metal-centered t2g orbital to 

a ligand centered π* orbital. This initially formed singlet excited state undergoes rapid 

intersystem crossing (30 fs)21 to a low-lying, long-lived triplet excited state (890 ns lifetime)22. 

The low-lying triplet excited state can either gain an electron from an auxiliary agent or donate 

an electron to an auxiliary agent. In the present case, the Ru(II) reactant is reduced by i-Pr2NEt. 
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The energetics of this reaction, including charge balancing counterions, is summarized in Eqn. ( 

4.1 ) with the geometries shown in Figure 4.9.  

  ( 4.1 ) 

Initial photo-excitation/intersystem crossing leads to a triplet excited state computed to be 

50.4 kcal/mol above the ground state. Reduction of the 3Ru(II) complex by i-Pr2NEt is computed 

to be 1.1 kcal/mol downhill, in implicit acetonitrile solvent. 

4.4.C – Bis(enone) reduction by Ru(I). Since reductive cycloaddition of 1 has been found 

to depend upon the nature of the counterion, reduction of 1 by the Ru(I) complex 

[Ru(bpy)3!BF4] was examined as a function of counterion (Eqn. ( 4.2 )). Tetra methyl 

ammonium ion (N(CH3)4)+ (TMA) (Figure 4.10), a weakly-coordinating counterion, and two 

coordinating counterions Li(acetonitrile)2, and Na(acetonitrile)2 were studied. For TMA, 

reduction is computed to be 8.6 kcal/mol downhill, for Li(acetonitrile)2 12.3 kcal/mol downhill, 

and for Na(acetonitrile)2 10.0 kcal/mol downhill. In addition, alkyl bis(enones) are not observed 

to react. Reduction of the dimethyl bis(enone) is computed to be exothermic, but only by 5.6 

kcal/mol. 

 
 

( 4.2 ) 

Alternatively, observed reactivity could potentially proceed through the lowest triplet 

excited state of 1. Energy transfer from the triplet Ru(II) complex could form this triplet excited 

state of the bis(enone). This energy transfer is computed to be 21.7 kcal/mol uphill. The lowest 

triplet state of 1 could also be formed through back electron transfer from the bis(enone) radical 

anion to the amine radical cation. This back electron transfer is computed to be 23.7 kcal/mol 

uphill for the bis(enone) ground state geometry.  

Ru(bpy)3 • (BF4)2 + i-Pr2NEt Ru(bpy)3 • BF4 + i-Pr2NEt • BF4

Ru(bpy)3 • BF4 + bis(enone) + cation • BF4
Ru(bpy)3 • (BF4)2 + bis(enone) • cation
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4.4.D – Bis(enone) radical anion conformations. Addition of an electron to 1 leads to the 

formation of a discotic radical---the negative charge is localized on the carbonyl oxygens while 

radical character is centered on the β carbons. The structures of 1a, 1e, and the extended 

conformers do not change significantly with the addition of an electron.  However the spin 

density for each is different due to specific conformational differences (Figure 4.11).  For the 

parallel-displaced conformation, 1a, the electron spin density is delocalized equally over each 

half of the bis(enone). For the antiparallel conformation, 1e, the spin density is more localized on 

the half that coordinates to the lithium cation.  Finally, the extended conformer’s spin density can 

be characterized as being entirely localized onto the lithium coordinating half. 

4.4.E – Rotational barrier for bis(enone) radical anion. One possible mechanism for 

diastereoinversion (formation of 2b) is that the initially formed bis(enone) radical anion could 

undergo rotation about the Cα-Cβ, now formally single bond (Figure 4.8). The computed barriers 

for rotation with TMA and Li(acetonitrile)4 counterions are 25.6, and 21.7 kcal/mol, 

respectively. The high barriers can be attributed to allylic stabilization of the radical center, see 

Eqn. ( 4.3 ).  

 
 

( 4.3 ) 

 4.4.F – Transition state to formation of intermediate. The structure and spin density plot 

for the lowest energy, π-stacked radical anion configuration, 1a, (Figure 4.11) suggests a 

straightforward ring closure forming a 5-membered ring intermediate (Figure 4.12), IMa. The 

computed barriers for ring closure with TMA and Li(acetonitrile)2 counterions are 6.0, and 10.5 

kcal/mol, respectively and the structures found in Figure 4.13. The bond-forming barrier is 

significantly smaller than the rotational barrier for the bis(enone) radical anion or back electron 

transfer-formation of the triplet excited state of 1 (23 kcal/mol) (Eqn. ( 4.4 )). 

H
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 ( 4.4 ) 

4.4.G – Anionic intermediate conformations. The radical anion intermediate, IMa, is 

computed to be slightly more stable than the bis(enone) radical anion, by 0.8 kcal/mol for the 

TMA counterion, and 0.4 kcal/mol for Li(acetonitrile)2. Formation of the five-membered ring 

reduces the number of available conformations, relative to the bis(enone) reactant. The 

intermediate contains 5 low-barrier torsions (Figure 4.14). There are 2 aromatic sp2-carbonyl sp2 

single bonds (2-fold), 1 olefinic sp2- Csp3 single bond (3-fold), 1 radical sp2-carbonyl sp2 single 

bond (2-fold), 1 radical sp2-Csp3 single bond (3-fold) and the restricted motion of the cyclopentyl 

ring with envelop and twist conformations. This suggests 23x32x4=288 conformations.  

Low-lying conformations were generated via a QM conformational search.  To avoid 

generating and minimizing all 288 possible conformations, two smaller torsion tree searches 

were performed on the radical and anion halves (sans the 5-membered ring) respectively (Figure 

4.15).  Utilizing the excluded volumes of these structures, a portion of the 288 torsional 

combinations are removed.  Two torsions were scanned in 15 degree increments for the radical 

half and a single torsion was scanned, also in 15 degree increments, for the anion half.  It was 

found that 5 minima existed on the two-dimensional potential energy surface of the radical half 

and 3 for the anion half resulting in 15 possible combinations of structures.  The 15 structures 

were constructed and the nonsensical and duplicate geometries removed from further 

consideration.  The remaining low lying structures, which are consistent with the products of 

Table 4.1, are shown with the TMA counter ion in Figure 4.16 and their energies reported in 

Table 4.3.  

bis(enone) • cation + i-Pr2NEt • BF4 bis(enone)T + cation • BF4 + i-Pr2NEt
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The counter-ion, TMA, drastically changes the relative energies of the conformers 

allowing for the Diels-Alder pro-2f conformers to be energetically competitive with the pro-2a 

conformers.   

4.4.H – Rotational barriers for anionic intermediate. In contrast to the radical anion of 1, 

here rotation to a precursor of the diastereodefect product involves rotation about a radical sp2-

Csp3 single bond (Figure 4.14). Barriers less than 5 kcal/mol are found and facile collapse to 

product is observed.  

4.4.I – Triplet and broken symmetry intermediates. As with the bis(enone) radical anion, 

the intermediate can undergo back electron transfer to i-Pr2NEt+ (Eqn. ( 4.4 )).  Back electron 

transfer forming a triplet intermediate is 9.1 kcal/mol and 5.3 kcal/mol downhill for TMA and 

Li(acetonitrile)2 counterions, respectively. Energetic data for the triplet states are collected in 

Table 4.4 and a spin-density plot of IMc is provided in Figure 4.17. Alternatively, back electron 

transfer could form a singlet diradical intermediate (Figure 4.18), broken symmetry energies for 

the set of intermediates (at the triplet geometries) are provided in Table 4.5. Formation of the 

broken symmetry intermediate is 10 kcal/mol downhill for both the TMA and Li(acetonitrile)2 

counterions. The lowest triplet state of the product is 64 kcal/mol uphill. Triplet intermediates 

could undergo intersystem crossing to the singlet diradical states and then collapse to product. In 

general, the broken symmetry diradical species collapse to product without barrier.  

4.4.J – Transition state from intermediate to product. Given the short non-bond distance 

between carbons α to the 5-membered ring in the intermediate structures, barriers to formation of 

radical anion product (Figure 4.19) are likely small. The barrier to formation of the radical anion 

of 2a is computed to be 1.4 kcal/mol and 0.1 kcal/mol for the TMA and Li(acetonitrile)2 

counterions, respectively (Figure 4.20). 
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4.4.K – Radical anion product. Closure of the second C-C bond to form 2a (or 2b) 

further reduces the conformational space. There are 2 aromatic sp2-carbonyl sp2 single bonds (2-

fold), 2 Csp3-carbonyl sp2 single bonds (3-fold), and a constrained cyclopentyl ring for a total of 

36 possible conformations for 2a. Alternative products also considered include the radical anion 

of 2b and the Diels Alder product, 2f. The structures for these three products are collected into 

Figure 4.21 and their energetics provided in Table 4.6.  The array of products were collected as a 

result of MM ring closure computations on the reactants and intermediates as well as QM ring 

closure and broken symmetry computations on the intermediates.  It was found that formation of 

2a is 7.3 and 5.3 kcal/mol downhill from the anionic intermediate with the TMA counterion and 

Li(acetonitrile)2 counterions, respectively 

4.4.L – Neutral product. Back electron transfer from the anionic products to i-Pr2NEt+ 

leads to formation of neutral products. Back electron transfer is 49.1 kcal/mol and 47.7 kcal/mol 

downhill for TMA and Li(acetonitrile)4 coordinated 2a, respectively. Relative energies of 2a, 2b, 

and 2f are collected in Table 4.7. The diastereoisomers 2a and 2b are nearly isoenergetic, the 

Diels-Alder regioisomer 2f, is 3 kcal/mol higher in energy. The free energies of each 2a, 2b, and 

2f were also calculated and are reported in Table 4.8. 

4.4.M – Reduction of neutral products by Ru(I). As the neutral products build up in 

solution they become susceptible to reduction by Ru(I).  For TMA and Li(acetonitrile)2 

counterions, reduction of 2a is 0.2 kcal/mol and 1.6 kcal/mol downhill, respectively.  

 

4.5 – Discussion  

This discussion of the most probable pathway(s) will closely follow the reaction 

coordinate, Figure 4.22.   
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Reduction of 1 by Ru(I) is viable, though dependent upon the nature of the counter-ion. 

The lithium counterion and aromatic rings were shown experimentally to be necessary. Without 

knowledge of the kinetics, we can suggest that the lithium counterion provides the largest 

overpotential, hence the greatest likelihood for reduction occurring. Further, delocalization 

provided by π-stacking of the aromatic rings favors reduction, relative to methyl substituents, as 

well. Once formed, the radical anion bis(enone) (1), can either rotate introducing a diastereoerror 

or close to the intermediate. Rotation is not competitive with ring closure to the nearly 

thermoneutral 5-membered ring intermediate (IM) (>10 kcal/mol difference). Once the 5-

membered ring intermediate is formed, the barrier for diastereoerror inducing rotation is lower 

than the barrier for reversion to reactant allowing for interconversion to various product 

differentiating intermediates. Additionally, due to a very low intermediate to product barrier and 

the very modest exothermicity, intermediate complexes and products are likely in a rapidly 

maintained equilibrium.  This suggests that relative product stability controls the product 

distribution, which is in turn controlled by solvation and the nature of the counterion. Further, 

since the neutral products are energetically competent to be reduced by the photocatalyst they 

can be reintroduced into the interconversion dynamic equilibrium. 

An alternative pathway to product formation is formation of singlet diradical 

intermediates by way of back electron transfer to i-Pr2NEt+. Once formed the intermediates are 

computed to collapse to product without barrier.  Diastereoselectivity in this case would originate 

from the relatively fast rotational interconversion of isoenergetic intermediates (~ps time scale) 

occurring before the charge transfer from intermediate species to the amine proceeds (~ns time 

scale). It still holds, however, that as the neutral product is being formed it can be reintroduced 

into the interconversion dynamic equilibrium. 
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4.6 – Conclusions 

Alternative reaction pathways for the [Ru(bpy)3]2+* photocatalyzed, diastereocontrolled 

[2+2] cycloaddition of bis(enone)s have been computed. Two energetically competent pathways 

involving a family of reactive intermediates have been found. Lithium ion is found to facilitate 

initial bis(enone) reduction, relative to alternative TMA and sodium cations. Diastereocontrol is 

suggested to accrue through thermodynamic product stability rather than by way of a 

diastereoselective transition state. 

Figure 4.1. Yoon photocatalysis 

Figure 4.2. Possible reaction pathways.  R, I and P represent the reactant, intermediate, and 
product, respectively. 
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Figure 4.3. Bis(enone) and observed products 

Table 4.1. Reactions of bis(enones) with varying conditions 

Reaction Type R Conditions Products (%) 
A. Cathodic Reduction6 Ph -0.90 V vs. SCE, 0.1 M LiClO4, 

MeCN 
2a(17), 2b(20), 2c(10), 
2f(8), 2g(14), 2h(7) 

B. Chemically Induced7 Ph 70 mol% Chrysene, 0.086 M THF, 
-78 ºC 

2a(31.5), 2d(20.1), 
2f(9.2), 2g(2.9) 

Np 70 mol% Chrysene, 0.086 M THF, 
-78 ºC 

2a(61.7), 2d(18.0), 
2g(10.0) 

C. Metal Catalyzed8 Ph 10 mol% Co(dpm)2, 4 eq. 
PhMeSH2, 0.45 M DCE, 50 ºC 

2a(72), 2e(11) 

D. [Ru(bpy)3] 
Photocatalysis5 

Ph 5 mol% Ru(bpy)3Cl2, 2 eq. LiBF4, 
2 eq. DIPEA, 0.1 M MeCN, 
Sunlight 

2a(81), 2b(8) 

Me 5 mol% Ru(bpy)3Cl2, 2 eq. LiBF4, 
2 eq. DIPEA, 0.1 M MeCN, 
Sunlight 

None 

E. Eosin Y 
Photocatalysis9 

Ph 0.5 mol% Eosin Y, 2 eq. LiBr, 
DIPEA, MeCN, 530 nm light 

2b(96) 

Ph 2.5 mol% Eosin Y, 20 mol 
%thiourea, 1.1 eq. Hantzsch ester, 
CH2Cl2, light 

2h(93) 
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Figure 4.4. Rotatable bonds of the neutral bis(enone) reactant. 

 

Figure 4.5. Bonds rotated (and their angles) during torsions tree scan 
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Figure 4.6. Neutral reactant Bis(enone) APFD geometries from APT results 

Table 4.2. Relative energies of APFD neutral reactants 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol) 

Structure Vacuum PCM Solvent (Acetonitrile) 

1a 0 0 

1b 2.80 3.54 

1c 6.82 7.09 

1d 5.95 5.79 

1e 0.15 1.16 
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Figure 4.7. Structures 1a and 1e evaluated by B3LYP.  Lack of dispersion results in a loss of π-
stacking interactions. 

 

Figure 4.8. Rotation of bond in radical anion reactant to form two form the trans [2+2] 
cycloadduct. 
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Figure 4.9. Ruthenium reduction products and reactants. 

 

Figure 4.10. Reduction of bis(enone) via Ruthenium 
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Figure 4.11. Electron spin density plots of radical anion reactant coordinated to lithium solvated 
by acetonitrile 

 

Figure 4.12. Formation of the 5-membered ring radical species. 
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Figure 4.13. The parallel conformation of the reactant, 1a, moving through the 5-membered ring 
transition state, IM1-IM, to reach the 5-membered ring intermediate, IMa.  

 

Figure 4.14. Distribution of bond types in the radical anion intermediate 

 

Figure 4.15. Rotated bonds for each torsion tree search. 
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Table 4.3. Low lying anionic intermediates 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol)  
Name Solvated Solvated+TMA Predicted product 
IMa 0 0 2a 
IMb 4.9 -0.18 2f 
IMc 4.9 1.8 2f 
IMd 12 4.2 2a 
IMe 9.2 5.0 2a 
IMf 15 3.4 2f 
IMg 4.3 -0.52 2f 
IMh 2.8 -1.1 2a 
IMi 2.3 0.55 2a 
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Figure 4.16. Intermediates obtained from conformational search. 
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Table 4.4. Relative energies of triplet state intermediates. 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol)  
Name Vacuum Solvated Predicted product 
IMa 0 0 2a 
IMb -3.0 0.21 2f 
IMc -2.5 -0.12 2f 
IMd 2.4 3.2 2a 
IMe -0.91 0.51 2a 
IMf 0.37 3.2 2f 
IMg -3.7 0.23 2f 
IMh 0.26 0.54 2a 
IMi -0.97 -0.69 2a 

 

Table 4.5. Energies of broken symmetry diradical intermediates relative to their respective triplet 
state intermediates 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol)  
Name Vacuum Solvated Predicted product 
IMa -0.7 -0.88 2a 
IMb 0.83 0.71 2f 
IMc 0.08 0.61 2f 
IMd 0.34 0.04 2a 
IMe 0.15 -0.24 2a 
IMf -0.14 -0.16 2f 
IMg 0.80 0.72 2f 
IMh 0.91 0.50 2a 
IMi -0.07 -0.05 2a 
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Figure 4.17. Bis(enone) neutral triplet intermediate IMc electron spin density. 

 

Figure 4.18. Bis(enone) diradical intermediate, IMi 

 

Figure 4.19. Formation of the radical product 
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Figure 4.20. Second transition state of bis(enone)•TMA to form the 4-membered ring. 

 

Figure 4.21. Cross-section of bisenone radical anion products coordinated to TMA cation. 

 

Table 4.6. Relative energies of products 2a, 2b, and 2f with their respective counter ions. 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol) 
 Li(MeCN)4 TMA 

2a 0 0 
2b 3.1 1.7 
2f 4.4 -0.9 
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Table 4.7. Relative energies of neutral products.. 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol) 
 Vacuum Solvated  

2a 0 0 
2b -1.3 0.3 
2f 0.9 3.5 

 

Table 4.8. Relative free energies of neutral products 

 Relative Energy (kcal/mol) 
 Vacuum Solvated 

2a 0 0 
2b -2.1 -1.3 
2f 1.5 3.7 
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Figure 4.22. Reaction coordinate for bis(enone) coordinated to lithium acetonitrile.  The counter 
ion is not shown. 
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CHAPTER 5: UTILIZING QUATERNIONS WITH POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE 

EDITING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS TO PERFORM MULTI-BODY CONFORMATIONAL 

STUDIES 

 

5.1 – Foreword 

This chapter was independently submitted as a requirement for the Colorado State 

University chemistry PhD program and proposes a non-trivial extension of surface editing 

molecular dynamics (SEMD). Minor modifications have been made to improve readability 

within this dissertation. 

 

5.2 – Introduction 

The ability to selectively sample low energy conformers reliably and efficiently for 

highly complex cases has been a challenge across a multitude of realms of computational 

chemistry1–7.  This proposal discusses a new method that utilizes surface editing molecular 

dynamics (SEMD) and its application to highly complex multi-body systems.  Specifically, I am 

proposing the utilization of quaternions and translational terms to aid in biasing intermolecular 

orientations.  Their inclusion in SEMD will necessitate new and unique algorithm development.  

This new technology will extend the versatile and efficient SEMD method to highly complex 

multi-body systems such as protein/ligand docking or the polymer melt. 

 

5.3 – Statement of Problem 

Within the conformational searching and sampling communities a large focus has been 

placed on the ability to quickly and efficiently predict the binding of ligands to active sites of 
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proteins and what effect this has on the overall structure of the protein in silico via molecular 

dynamics7–15.  However, conformational searching via molecular dynamics simulations is 

unlikely to discover protein/ligand binding modes from a neutral starting geometry on any 

realistic time scales especially when compared to the efficiency afforded by grid-based 

methods7,8,11–14.  This is largely due to the fact that as the degrees of freedom within the system 

increase, the number of possible configurations for the system to occupy increase exponentially.  

To compound the issue, the vast majority of these searches are spent in the unproductive high-

energy areas of the PES due to the high temperatures necessary to overcome potential energy 

barriers.  Lastly, molecular dynamics does not bias against previously found geometries. 

Therefore a large amount of time is spent rediscovering previously visited conformations. 

A new method called potential energy surface editing molecular dynamics (SEMD) has 

been developed to overcome these three issues and has already been applied to single, highly 

flexible molecules to great effect16.  SEMD has the innate ability to bias against previously 

discovered conformers in tandem with aiding the dynamics in overcoming energy barriers. These 

advantages allow the dynamics to be run at lower temperatures and thus preferentially samples 

lower energy conformations.  It is the purpose of this proposal to extend SEMD to multi-body 

systems such as protein/ligand docking by implementing a robust algorithm to utilize rotational 

and translational degrees of freedom inherent in such systems. 

 

5.4 – Goals & Objectives 

A new method involving SEMD will be developed in order to effectively sample 

conformational space of various multi-body systems such as protein/ligand docking.   To 

accomplish this, the rotational and translational degrees of freedom must be considered to 
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efficiently bias against previously discovered molecular orientations in a multi-body system.  It 

is proposed that a quaternion coordinate system to describe rotational bias will sufficiently aid 

SEMD in sampling rotational degrees of freedom.  In addition to the quaternion coordinate 

system, a Cartesian center-of-mass coordinate for each body will be used to bias the translational 

degrees of freedom within SEMD. A number of modifications to the original SEMD method will 

need to be made to handle biasing translation and rigid orientation. 

Once these additions are made, it is the goal of this proposal to successfully and quickly 

sample low energy space of a number of well-known and challenging multi-body systems.  Such 

test cases would include: 

 

• β-Trypsin/benzamidine system4: Within this system, modified SEMD would dock the 

benzamidine ligand to the β-trypsin protein with the Amber ff99 force field17 with 

TIP3P18 for the water molecules.  Due to the relative rigidity of benzamidine and β-

trypsin, this system is well-studied and would serve as an ideal test case to optimize 

the additions discussed in this proposal.  In order to determine the efficiency of the 

modified SEMD method, one would measure gradient evaluations, dynamics time, 

computation time, and number of minimizations taken to reach the various states in 

which the benzamidine ligand will bind into the binding sites of β-trypsin. Those 

metrics would then be compared to existing methods such as metadynamics4 and 

unbiased molecular dynamics5. 

 

• High-throughput docking to identify flaviviral protease inhibitors19: High throughput 

docking of the same diversity set of molecules by Ekonomiuk et al.19 from the ZINC 
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database20 to the active site of flaviviral protease using the CHARMM force field21,22 

with the TIP3P model for water molecules would prove to be an excellent test of 

SEMD’s ability to quickly find global minima.  To assess the accuracy of the method, 

the number of favorable poses of the ligands discovered would be compared to the 

previous method’s poses.  

 

These two goals would display SEMD’s efficiency perform multi-body conformational 

searching as well as its inherent ability to discover global minima of highly complex species and 

systems quickly and reliably.   

 

5.5 – Background 

5.5.A – Past Methods: A number of computational methods have been developed in 

recent history to attempt to tackle complex multi-body cases5,7,23.  One approach is to virtually 

anneal the system in a molecular dynamics simulation24. In an annealed dynamics simulation, the 

system is equilibrated at high temperatures for a given amount of dynamics time then raising the 

temperature allows the system to overcome potential energy barriers more readily. The system is 

then cooled and the conformer is subjected to a full energy minimization to obtain the lowest 

energy geometry in the current potential energy well. One disadvantage of simulated annealing is 

that there is still no guarantee that the system will move into undiscovered conformational space 

and with large systems (i.e. protein/ligand docking) the cost of “randomly” searching becomes 

prohibitive. 

To combat the difficulties inherent in simulated annealing, a sampling method known as 

metadynamics25–28 biases against previously explored areas of the PES by adding small (0.1-0.3 
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kcal/mol) Gaussians to pre-determined degrees of freedom, known as collective variables (CVs), 

on the PES as the dynamics is performed (Figure 5.1). CVs can be drawn from any degree of 

freedom that is relevant to the quantity being measured (Cartesian space, torsion space, spherical 

space, hydrogen bond distances, etc.), and it is usually a difficult to obtain the optimal set. The 

ambiguity of CV choices is a common criticism of metadynamics and remains to this day highly 

system dependent26.  However, even with this disadvantage, if the proper CVs can be chosen this 

unique method enables molecular dynamics to efficiently sample pertinent swaths of space to 

garner a greater understanding of the surface as a whole.  

Metadynamics has been used in the past to perform flexible docking29–32.  One of the first 

trials by Gervasio, Liao, and Parrinello29 was performed on the previously mentioned β-

trypsin/benzamidine system. They defined their only collective variables as the interatomic 

distance between the C7 atom on the benzamidine and the Cγ atom of the β-trypsin aspartate 189. 

Starting from the Brookhaven Protein Databank crystal structure and simulating for 0.5 ns, the 

method has deposited 166 Gaussian with a height of 0.48 kcal/mol.  By allowing the simulation 

to “push” the ligand out of the active site, they were able to obtain a binding free energy of 

∆Gbinding = -6.0 kcal/mol where the experimental binding energy is ∆Gbinding = -6.5 kcal/mol. 

For the relatively simple case of the β-trypsin/benzamidine system, the choice of CV is 

relatively easy.  However for more complex cases, the choice becomes less clear.  With 

metadynamics, there is not one silver bullet CV that will solve all problems.  It is the goal of this 

proposal to establish a single set of degrees of freedom that will be applicable within SEMD for 

all multi-body systems. 

5.5.B – Quaternions: Quaternions were invented by William Hamilton in 1843 as a 

means to overcome many of the disadvantages inherent in existing approaches to rigid body 
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rotations33.  Before defining quaternions however, it is useful to first explore an alternative 

approach, first as a means to justify the use of quaternions and second as an informative tool to 

better understand the rotational degree of freedom as a whole.  One means of performing multi-

body rotations (other than quaternions) is Euler angle rotation34. 

Euler angle rotation, developed by Leonhard Euler in 1776, is a method to perform a 

rotation via a sequence of rotations around each x, y, and z-axes. Its popularity is mostly due to 

its ease of understanding, however its simplicity is greatly offset by its many disadvantages.  

Euler rotation’s largest disadvantage is that the alignments of the rotational axes are modified by 

previous rotations due to their dependence upon one another.  In the formalism XYZ Euler 

angles, Z is dependent upon X and Y, and Y is dependent upon X.  For example, in Figure 5.2 

the blue, green, and red circles represent rotation about the z, y, and x-axes, respectively.  If a 

rotation of 30 degrees occurs about the x-axis, then the y-axis is rotated with it.  Once the y-axis 

is rotated, any rotations about that axis are no longer consistent to the absolute y-axis.   

This leads to one primary issue when considering Euler angle rotations for multi-body 

rotations within SEMD.  The primary disadvantage with utilizing Euler angle rotations for any 

single-body rotations is that a degree of freedom is lost when the y-axis is rotated to align with 

the z-axis rotation.  This is easily achieved by rotating 90 degrees about the y-axis.  This is a 

well-known issue termed “gimbal lock” (Figure 5.3).  When gimbal lock occurs, there is no 

means of rotating about the lost degree of freedom thus making Euler rotations a poor choice for 

even single-body rotations. 

The quaternion representation has one advantage that better lends itself to metadynamics. 

The advantage is that it becomes trivial and “catch-free” to calculate the minimum angle between 

two orientations.  In this representation there are four degrees of freedom.  They are represented 
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by the constituents !!, !!, !!, and !! and combined into a coordinate representation (Eqn. ( 5.1 

)).  

 ! = ! !!, !!, !!, !!  ( 5.1 ) 

The constituents, or coordinate, define(s) a position on the “unit” hypersphere around the body 

being rotated.  A quaternion is expressed in unit vector form as: 

 ! = !! + !!! + !!! + !!! ( 5.2 ) 

where !!, !!, !!, and !! are real numbers, and i, j, and k are imaginary numbers belonging to the 

system of equations: 

 
!! = !! = !! = −1 

!" = !,!!!!" = !,!!!!" = ! 
!" = !",!!!!" = −!,!!!!" = −! 

 

 
( 5.3 ) 

 

It is this system of equations that give quaternions their power.   

A recent paper by Charles Karney35 goes into great detail about the exact means of 

applying quaternions to molecular modeling.  There is one primary section in his paper that is 

relevant to this proposal in which he documents how to perform a least-squares fit given two 

poses of a molecule, however he states that for flexible molecules this would be a poor choice 

due to the non-continuous nature of quaternions with flexible bodies. If one can overcome this 

issue, the procedure to obtain a least-squares fit as described by Karney is attractive because the 

least-squares rotation obtained is a proper rotation and overlapping orientations are treated 

properly. 

5.5.C – Surface Editing Molecular Dynamics: Similar to the metadynamics method, 

SEMD utilizes the unique shape of a Gaussian to modify the potential energy surface.  The 

equation for the Gaussian penalty term and how it is used in the total energy term is: 

 !!"!#$ = !!"#$ + !!"#$ ( 5.4 ) 
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 !!"#$ = ! !!! !!!!!,!
!

!"#$

!!!
 ( 5.5 ) 

where A is the energy at the maximum of the Gaussian, α is the width of the Gaussian, !! !is the 

current torsion and !!,! is the previously discovered torsion.  Unlike metadynamics however, the 

end goal is to quickly explore conformational space rather than map out the entirety of space.  

This is achieved in a multitude of algorithmic ways.  First, in order to quickly move throughout 

the potential energy surface, the Gaussian is made much taller than the energy barriers (on the 

order of 12-20 kcal/mol depending on the system of torsions) and wider than the potential energy 

wells. The larger (properly parameterized) Gaussian will fill the energy well (Figure 5.4) and 

allow the dynamics to overcome potential energy barriers more readily.  Second, a Gaussian is 

only added to minima found on the unaltered potential energy surface so as to reduce the 

computational load of storing and computing orders of magnitudes more Gaussians while 

moving through the vast PES of large systems.  Third, the dynamics are only run for enough time 

to escape the immediate energy well.  This allows for a more flexible and less computationally 

expensive means of determining when a new minimum has been reached.  Lastly, the application 

of initial normal mode velocities from a minimum allows more guided dynamics toward 

undiscovered conformational space rather than a pseudo-random march through the PES. 

SEMD has had great success in both finding the low energy population of conformers 

and also in discovering global minima with surprisingly little computational effort. The 262 

lowest 3 kcal/mol conformers of cycloheptadecane (Figure 5.5) were discovered by SEMD in 

3,622 full energy minimizations, a factor of two times faster than the current leading method36, 

and 84 full energy minimizations to find the global minimum from the flat conformer.  

Additionally, the global minimum of the highly flexible polyethylene strand, C39H80, was 
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obtained in 4,410 minimizations where the leading method, l-LMOD37, discovered it in multiple 

10,000 minimization simulations.  These benchmarks exemplify that SEMD is a method that is 

well suited to multi-body conformational searching problems. 

 

5.6 – Proposed Research:  Multi-body SEMD 

 It is the goal of SEMD to be able to perform conformational searching on complex multi-

body systems.  However, it is advisable to initially start with simple cases and increase in 

complexity so as to understand the nuances of each addition as they are introduced.  This section 

proposes a limited number of test cases from the protein-ligand docking field that are initially 

very simple (conformationally strained ligand & only the active site of the protein modeled) and 

eventually build to be incredibly complex (flexible ligand & full protein modeled) with 

intermediate steps to slowly introduce complexity. 

5.6.A – Utilizing SEMD for Docking Conformationally Strained Ligands to a Frozen 

Active Site of a Protein: The simplest case to consider is first docking a conformationally 

constrained ligand to an active site of a protein wherein only the ligand and the active site of the 

protein are being modeled.  This reduces the complexity of the test case to the rotational and 

translational degrees of freedom of the single ligand.   

Biasing against rotational and translational degrees of freedom with Gaussian functions is 

at first glance relatively easy to consider and is achieved by adding those terms to the total 

product of the penalty function:  

 !!"#$ = !!"#$%"&$ ∗ !!"!"!#$% ∗ !!"#$%&#!'($ ( 5.6 ) 

With this new penalty term, discovered minima will be concertedly biased against in torsional, 

rotational, and translational degrees of freedom. If the ligand is sufficiently conformationally 
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constrained, the torsional term need not be included. Simplifying to a test case wherein rotational 

and translational motion are the dominant degrees of freedom allows for a greater understanding 

of the impact of this modified penalty term on the potential energy surface.  

As previously established, rotational orientation is most easily described in terms of 

quaternions.  Therefore designing a Gaussian to penalize rotational orientation in quaternion 

space is a specific goal, wherein the general functional form would be: 

 !!"#$#%"& = !!"#!!!!"# !"#$!
!
 ( 5.7 ) 

where !"#$! is the rotational root mean squared difference (RMSD) of the current rotational 

orientation with a previous rotational orientation defined in quaternion space.  !!"# and !!"# are 

the height and width of the Gaussian applied to rotation respectively.  This term properly biases 

against previously discovered orientations and would behave as expected (two different 

orientations would give rise to a large RMSD and therefore a small !!"#$#%"& term and no penalty 

on the PES).  In addition to this function, a first derivative must be defined to allow the 

molecular dynamics to generate a velocity with a bias against the previously discovered rotations 

accounted for. 

Translational motion must also be concertedly considered in the penalty term to “push” 

the ligand into new regions of the active sites.  In the case of the rigid ligand docking to a frozen 

active site, a simple center of mass RMSD in Cartesian coordinates will properly bias against a 

previously discovered conformer/pose in a region of an active site: 

 !!"#$%&#!"#$ = !!"#$%!!!!"#$% ∆! ! ( 5.8 ) 

where ∆! is the Euclidean distance between the current center of mass and a previous centers of 

mass in Cartesian space. !!"#$% and !!"#$% are, respectively, the height and width of the 

Gaussian applied to translation.  Like the rotational term, the associated first derivative will be 
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generated.  It should be noted that there is no product operator within these singular terms as was 

in the torsional term (Eqn. ( 5.5 )).  This is due to the fact that there will only ever be one 

coordinate to consider for rotation and translation in this simple case. 

A problem will arise when attempting to evaluate the product (Eqn. ( 5.6 )) as written and 

becomes evident after some rearrangement: 

!!"#$ = !!!"#$ !!!!"#$ !!!!!,! !
!"#$

!!!
∗ !!"#!!!!"# !"#$!

! ∗ !!"#$%!!!!"#$% ∆! !  

!!"#$ = ! !!"#$ ∗ !!"# ∗ !!"#$% !!!!"#$ !!!!!,! !
!"#$

!!!
∗ !!!!"# !"#$! ! ∗ !!!!"#$% ∆! !  ( 5.9 ) 

The issue occurs in Eqn. ( 5.9 ) when !!"#$ ∗ !!"# ∗ !!"#$% is evaluated.  Each Gaussian has a 

height parameterized to the typical barrier height associated with the types of forces each term 

will be biasing against.  For example, !!"#$ will have a height equal to or greater than 3 

kcal/mol, this is estimated from the 3 kcal/mol well depth of the sp3-sp3 carbon torsion potential 

curve.  When the product is evaluated, the total height of the final Gaussian that is applied to the 

PES will be unrealistically large.  It is thus proposed that a normalized Gaussian-weighted 

average of the scalers be evaluated instead: 

 !!"! =
!!!!! !!!!! !!

!!!
!!! !!!!! !n

i=1
 ( 5.10 ) 

and applied to the overall SEMD bias term: 

 !!"#$ = !!"! !!"#$%"&$ ∗ !!"#$#%"& ∗ !!"#$%&#!'($  ( 5.11 ) 

where the previous scalers (!!"#$ ∗ !!"# ∗ !!"#$%) will be removed in favor of !!"!. This 

normalized Gaussian-weighted average of the scalers results in a scaling value dependent upon 

the mode of dynamic travel (Figure 5.6) as well as having a first derivative that is relatively 

simple to evaluate. 
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Another, simpler, approach would be to estimate the size of the well taking into 

consideration all pertinent degrees of freedom and, instead of a normalized Gaussian-weighted 

average of scalers, define a suitable value for A that would generally apply.  This would be the 

most computationally efficient means as the exponential terms in Eqn. ( 5.9 ) would control the 

width of the overall Gaussian in each degree of freedom. 

Finally, with the proper means to evaluate the function, the proper parameterization must 

be considered.  This can be accomplished by taking into consideration the intermolecular forces 

present and tailoring the Gaussian to overcome the typical barrier as well as the typical 

“distance” of the barriers from the minima to determine A and alpha respectively.  One means to 

evaluate these is to create a representative test case and track the non-bond terms over the course 

of a dynamics simulation.  Once these preliminary parameters are generated, evaluating their 

efficiency versus parameters within the same order of magnitude via rigorous trials would be a 

reliable means to determine their efficacy. 

With a properly defined means of evaluating the rotation and translation, the question of 

how to define when a conformer is in a “new” orientation presents itself.  In order to properly 

define this metric one can evaluate the values of the quaternions and center of mass as a function 

of the dynamic time.  Utilizing the results from this analysis, one could define a distance cutoff 

where a minimization will occur with a high probability of minimizing to a “new” 

conformer/pose.  This will need to be coupled with existing criteria for minimization by 

implementing new logic to define the cutoffs into the dynamics code. 

With these considerations made, utilizing SEMD to perform docking of a rigid ligand 

into a frozen active site of a protein is achieveable.  A specific case to test against is the 

previously mentioned docking by Ekonomiuk et al.19 of various ZINC structural database species 
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into the active site of flaviviral protease.  In this case, one would begin with conformationally 

constrained species and initially keep the protease active site frozen to reduce system 

complexity.  To assess the accuracy of the method, one would compare the energy of the 

favorable poses of each conformationally constrained species tested with the energy of the poses 

of the same species obtained by Ekonomiuk et al.  

 5.6.B – Utilizing SEMD for Docking Flexible Ligands to a Frozen Active Site of a 

Protein: In this case, all of the considerations noted previously should be applied, however it is 

important to note that the quaternion function of a flexible body (flexible ligands) is not 

continuous as the body distorts as discussed by Charles Karney35.  This presents an issue for 

molecules as they distort to form other conformers by rendering the quaternion of the previous 

conformer non-applicable to the new conformer (Figure 5.7).  It has been suggested that a rigid 

section of the molecule can be used to compare the orientation of a conformer5. However, this is 

a weak remedy at best and will fail if there are no rigid sections or multiple rigid sections that are 

separated by flexible portions of molecules.   

For our purposes it is unnecessary to evaluate the RMSDQ of a specific conformer to any 

other conformer, as comparing a new conformer to a previously known conformer will result in a 

torsional penalty term of zero.  Therefore no matter what the value of RMSDQ, the SEMD 

potential energy term will be zero.  The RMSDQ is then only necessary to calculate when a 

known conformer is in a new orientation.  This can be achieved by calculating the RMSD of the 

current geometry’s torsions to those of previously found conformers before attempting to 

calculate the RMSD of the rotation.  If the RMSD of the torsions is below a predetermined cutoff 

value then the quaternion function should be continuous and can be calculated.  The challenge 

here will be to ascertain exactly when the quaternion is non-continuous and applying that to the 
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cutoff. A trial test to observe the continuity of quaternion space as a function of torsional 

displacement should allow for enough insight to intelligently assign a cutoff value.   

This consideration enables the docking of flexible species to an active site.  Specifically, 

one should attempt to dock the more flexible species from the ZINC structural database to the 

active site of flaviviral protease as done by Ekonomiuk et al.19.  To assess the efficacy of the 

method, one would compare the energy of the favorable poses of each flexible species tested to 

the same species’ energies obtained by Ekonomiuk et al.  

5.6.C – Utilizing SEMD for Docking Flexible Ligands to an Active Site of a Fully 

Simulated Protein: With all previous considerations applied, docking a flexible ligand to a fully 

simulated protein becomes possible but adds the complexity of a multi-body system.  With this 

true multi-body system, the quaternion penalty term must include a product (similar to the 

torsion term within Eqn. ( 5.5 )) to account for both bodies: 

 !!"#$#%"& = !!!!"# !"#$!,!
!

!"#$%&

!!!
 ( 5.12 ) 

where the term, !"#$!,!, is evaluated for each body i.  The product allows the entire penalty 

term to move to zero as a single body rotates to a new orientation.  However, there is an inherent 

problem with this function: as the system as a whole rotates, the quaternion penalty function will 

not properly penalize the set of infinitely identical relative rotations since they will both have a 

set of different quaternion coordinates when compared to the previous orientation (Figure 5.8.A 

and 5.8.B).  It then becomes necessary to create a rotational penalty term wherein the quaternion 

RMSD of each body are coupled, relative to one another.  It is then proposed that a large focus 

will be placed on the development of this particular function to properly bias against identical 

relative rotational orientations. 
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 A second issue closely related to the coupled rotation is the handling of degenerate center 

of mass cases.  In this two-body case, the center of mass coordinate will not sufficiently describe 

the surface to penalize against every degenerate case (Figure 5.8.A and 5.8.C).  The solution lies 

within a coupling of the center of mass coordinates of each body.  A center of mass difference 

term would fix degeneracy with all translation cases: 

 !!"#$%!"#$%& = !!!!"#$% ∆!!"!∆!!",!
!
 ( 5.13 ) 

Where ∆!!" is the center of mass distance of the current orientation and ∆!!",!  is the center of 

mass distance of a previously discovered orientation. When this translational term is applied 

concertedly with a newly developed means of biasing against degenerate rotational orientations, 

the total penalty term will sufficiently penalize all degenerate cases with both two-body 

translations and rotations. 

To test these additions, the previously mentioned typsin-benzamidine system would serve 

as a means to verify the efficiency of multi-body SEMD in determining binding modes of 

multiple active sites.  To determine the efficiency, one would measure gradient evaluations, 

dynamics time, computation time, and number of minimizations taken to reach the various states 

in which the benzamidine ligand is bound into the active sites of trypsin.  These metrics would 

then be compared to metrics of leading methods previously discussed5,19. 

5.6.D – Computational Efficiency Considerations: There are a number of possible means 

to increase the efficiency of the calculations.  To prevent evaluating a full penalty function, 

previous minima can be initially excluded based on their “nearness” to previous conformers in 

translational space.  For the single-body case, this would greatly increase the efficiency since the 

comparison is done over a single coordinate.  For multi-body cases, a gain in efficiency would 

not be as great but should still be anticipated.  After this initial comparison, the torsional portion 
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of the penalty function can be evaluated before the quaternion to exclude orientations wherein 

the torsions do not match.  Unfortunately, the quaternion (also being a single coordinate) cannot 

be evaluated before the torsions (potentially n coordinates) as the torsion space must first be 

checked to determine if quaternions space is continuous or not.  

 

5.7 – Conclusions 

The SEMD method coupled with the means for rotational and translational biasing will 

allow for the conformational searching of large and complex systems. The inclusion of 

quaternions and center of mass as the equivalent of collective variables presents unique 

challenges such as how to scale the product of Gaussians, how to handle the non-continuous 

quaternion space, and the seemingly-straightforward issue of parameterization.  Many solutions 

as well as the means to obtain the solutions to these problems have been proposed and will aid in 

the extension of SEMD to multi-body systems. 
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Figure 5.1. Addition of multiple Gaussians to a potential energy surface (dark line) via 
metadynamics.  The resulting potential energy surface is shown as the gray lines as the number 
of Gaussian added to the surface increase. 
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Figure 5.2. Unrotated cube (left) where each rotational axis (x=red, y=green, & z=blue circles) is 
aligned with their corresponding absolute axis. Cube (right) that has been rotated about the x-
axis where the y and z rotational axes are now misaligned from their absolute axes. 

 

Figure 5.3. Rotation of a cube utilizing Euler angles to demonstrate gimbal lock.  The unrotated 
cube (A) is rotated about the y-axis.  Due to the rotational z-axis being dependent upon the 
rotational y-axis, the z-axis is rotated as well.  The rotation occurs in 30 degree increments where 
(B) has been rotated 30 degrees, (C) rotated a total of 60 degrees, and finally (D) having been 
rotated 90 degrees from the starting position.  Gimbal lock has occurred in D, resulting in the 
loss of a rotational degree of freedom (the rotational z-axis). 
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Figure 5.4. The top contour plot (left) and three-dimensional surface (right) represent the 
unmodified pentane torsion potential energy surface where !1 and !2 represent the two C-C-C-C 
torsions.  The bottom contour plot (left) and three-dimensional surface (right) illustrate the 
impact of a Gaussian centered at the !1=180º and !2=180º minimum; parameterized with A=12 
and !=6.  The result is a maximum at the previous minimum without significant modification to 
nearby potential minima. 
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Figure 5.5. MM2 Enthalpic global minimum of cycloheptadecane. 
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Figure 5.6. The product of two differently parameterized Gaussians (as a function of dihedral 
angle) utilizing the normalized Gaussian-weighted average of the scalar A. Vertical axis 
Gaussian: A = 1, Horizontal axis Gaussian: A = 20 arbitrary units. 
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Figure 5.7. The comparison of 3-hexanone via path A can be made, as the quaternion function is 
continuous (the two conformers are identical). However, the quaternion cannot be evaluated via 
path B since the function is no longer continuous due to the conformation changing. 

 

Figure 5.8. Rotational and translational orientations of a square and circle, where in each case 
they are relatively identical.  If A is the unaltered state, B is rotated 45 degrees counter 
clockwise.  A and B for the purposes of protein-ligand docking would be functionally identical.  
Additionally, comparing A to C, C is translated two units to the right.  This case is relatively 
identical to both A and B. 
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APPENDIX 

 

A.1 – Abbreviations and Their Corresponding Names 

 CV: Collective variable 

 GOTS: Gradient only tabu search 

 GTS: Gradient tabu search 

 MC: Monte Carlo 

MD: Molecular Dynamics 

NP: Non-deterministic polynomial-time 

PBIL: Population based incremental learning 

PCM: Polarizable continuum model 

PES: Potential energy surface 

RMSD: Root mean squared difference 

SEMD: Surface editing molecular dynamics 

SVD: Singular value decomposition 

THF: Tetrahydrofuran 

 


